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.P:..BSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to find out the
relative effectiveness between the structural approach
and the form-function approach in the teaching of the
modal auxiliaries to Addis Ababa University first year
students 0 An experiment, in which a sample population
one hundred and three in four groups took part, was
conducted for eight wceks , Two of the four groups
formed the control group and the other two formed the
experimental groupn

of

Two sets of teaching materials were prepared for
both groups on the bases of the pedagogical principles
of the stated lanGuage teaching approacheso The control
groups were taught in the structural approach and the
experimental groups in the form-function approacho There
were two participating teachers each having one control
and one experimental group .•

At the end of the experiment, an achievement test
was administered to both the control and experimental
groups 0 Statistical tests showed that the average score
of the experimental groups was significantly greater
than those of the control groupso Therefore, the null
hypothesis that there vlOuld not be any significant
difference between tho achievement test average scores
of the control and experimental groups attributable to
the adoption of the lorn-function approach had to be
rej ect ed , A conclusion vas drawn that the form-function
approach was more effective· than the structural approach
in the teaching of the Llodal auxiliaries to Addis Ababa
Uni versi ty first year students 0
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

English is taught in Ethiopia at four different
educational levels"

At the primary level (grades 3-6), it is taught as
a subject to help the student be proficient in the
language so that he can use it as a medium of instruction
later on. At the junior secondary (grades 7-8) and senior
secondary (grades 9-12) levels, English is taught both
as a subject and a medium of instruction to facilitate the
overall teaching-learning process" Similarly, at the
tertiary level, it serves as a medium of instruction.

At Addis Ababa University there are two service
courses which a~e [iven to first year students" Each
course takes a duration of about foUl'.months at the
rate of +hree corrt act hours per we ek , The aim of these
courses, as Go Hosback (1977:3tJ4) notes is to "improve
the students' skills in following textbooks and lectures
in other subjects and to encourage thoughtful and logical
expression in their second language 0 II

But in spite of the fact that English is taught for
about ten years prior to college entrance and for two
semesters as a service course at university level, the
language per-f'ormanc e of Addis Ababa Universi ty students
is very poor. As a matter of fact, the language deficiency
ef the studen.ts has become the concern of almost all
instructors who are teaching subjects other than English,
not to speak of the reactions of the English language
instructors.. At the moment, there is a tendency to
ascribe poor academic performances of students, by and
large, to their language deficiencyo

In response to this grave problem, several studies
have been carried out at Addis Ababa University.. A few of
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these are those of Hailom Banteyerga (1982), Bo Morris
(1983) and lfuile Ytichael Aberra (1984)~

Hailom Banteyerga conducted an experiment to
compare the effectiveness of the communicative approach
and the structural approach in the teaching of 'English
conditional sentences' to Addis Ababa University first
year students.. The findings of his experiment have revealed
that the cOD1ll"'.1Ilicativeapproach showed better results
than the structural approach. Similarly, Barbara Morris
carried out a study on 'the English l~nguage communicative
needs of Addis Ababa University students.' The results of
her study have proved that the Addis Ababa University
students have serious language deficiency. Haile
Michael Aberra also carried out an experiment to compare
the effectiveness of the communicative approach and the
traditional approach in the teaching of 'English reading
comprehension' to Addis Ababa University first year students.
The findings of his study were similar to that of Hailom'so

In language teaching, the question of appropriateness
of teaching ~aterials and effectiveness of teaching methods has
always been ilildstill is a matter of controversy among
linguists as 11ell as among teacherso Some language experts
claim that theiJ:'teaching materials and methods are more
effective thililthose of otherso While some others, on the
other hand, COE.e up with different teaching materials
and methods to refute such claims. But, in spite of all these
controversies, as III.FoMackey (1978:138) put it, "no single
teaching method has so far been found to resolve the
cont rovez-ef.ea'once and for alI ,

Under these circumstances, there is a great need on the
part of the language teacher to experiment with new teaching
materials and approaches in different environments and at
different educational levels; and then, draw conclusions
as to which of the approaches is more effective.
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The need for such a decision on the part of the
teacher is further elaborated by Wilga No Rivers and Mary
So Temperley (l978:vii) below:

Since the nature of language and its compler~
operations is still a matter of controversy and
since the psychologists have still much to learn
about how language is acquired - the native language
as well as a second or third language - we, as
language teachers, have an open fieldo We are
free to experiment and innovateo

Similarly, I~rl Conard Diller (1978:102) also
argues that:

It is vel~ difficult to conclude that one method
of teaching is superior over or to the other without
giving justifiable reasons which are adequately
experimented and proved by the classroom teachero

If one reads'currently published English language
teaching journals, one will notice that most of the
contributors write on issues which support either ~he
structural approach or the communicative approacho In
view of the contributors' arguments, it is very difficult
for the lanGQage teacher to decide which one to side with,
except to test the two approaches in actual practiceo

It is with t'le assumptions of the two above quotations
in mind that the researcher decided to compare the
effectiveness of the 'structural and Form-Function Approaches'
in the teachinG of the English modal auxiliaries by conducting
an experimento

Bo Importance of the Study

In teachinL RQglish to first year Addis Ababa
University students, the researcher has repeately observed
that his students have serious difficulties in using
modals effectively" It was such language barriers which
motivated the researcher to investigate if there is
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another lro~guage approach which can help to alleviate the
recurrent lmlguage deficiencies of the studentso

Experience shoNs that the modals are of great
importance for :nak:ingdiscourse in different communicative
situationse For instance, they are widely used in routine
service, falllilicil.,professional, and social situations to
imply; requests;permission; duties; obligations; habits;
advice, willingness; and fDr making logical deductions. In
fact, it c~n be said that there can hardly be any natural
verbal or vITitten communication without the effective use
of the modals. \rn.~en Martin Joos (1964:148) dd.scuseas the
relevance of the modals as communicative tools, he states
that "We are in our daily lives so dependent on mutual
understanding by m.eans of modals aoo ."

Therefore, to facilitate the teaching - learning process
and to foster positive interactions between teachers and
students, it is necessary to equip the students with a
reasonable know.ledge of the modal auxi.Li.ar-ies , This need
is especially felt at the tertiary educational level where
both national and foreign staff are involved in the
teaching - learning processo The students have to be able
to communicate their ideas clearly orally or in writing. An
effective use of the ~odals can also help the students to
listen to the radio or watch television programmes which are
broadcast in English. Besides this, it is also assumed
that students who have a good knowledge of English stand
a better chance of getting jobs in institutions where
English is used fully or partially in the running of routine
activities.

c. Limitation of ~he Study

Although TIuch care has been taken to control all
possible variables which can bias the results of the study,
it is likely that some extraneous variables may occur in
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The process of the experimento

Due to shortage of time on the part of the researcher~
unforeseen weaknes se s may occur in the selection, gradation,
and organization of the teaching materials as well as in the
designing of the testo Moreover, in the absence of
accepted intelligence and language proficiency tests in
Ethiopia, the researcher had adopted random sampling
procedure in which chance factors could have come influence
on the outcoTJeo

It is also true that this paper is limited in scope,
and the inclusion of all the different meanings of the
modals is impossible~ It is only those meanings which
the researcher feels are relevant and coramon to the students
have been dealt wi.t.h , No attempt has been made to entertain
regional lli~deducational differences in the use of the modalso

In spite of these limitations, the researcher hopes
that the study would reveal important findings.

D. Definitions of Terms

10 Approach: Approach to language teaching involves an
app Li.ca'ti.on of a particular theory in the teaching
of a Language •.

2. CommUD~icative -i\pFoach: The communicative approach to
language teaching gives primacy to 'use' rather than
'usage!.,

30 Form: It refers to the actual words (written) or sounds
(spoken) used to express something in language, as
opposed to moaning or useo

4., Form-~c~_io}1 4Pproach: Form-Function approach is coined
by the researcher and is used in the p<;;l.perto convey
very similar concepts to that of the communicative
approach •.
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50 Function:. Func ti.on of a structure is the communicative
purpose of that structure on a parricular occasion
what the speaker is trying to do through languages.

60 Method: It refers to a specific set of teaching
techniques and materials, generally backed by stated
principles but not necessarily having any reference to
linguistics ..

70 Methodolo~: It refers to principles and techniques
of teaching, with no necessary reference to linguistics.

80 Modal Auxilia~l: It is a verb which does not bear the
subject - agreement marker (-s) or change its form
with the third person subject in the present tense.
It does not bear the 'past' inflection (-ed).

9.. Syllabus,: Syllal)us is the reasoned; principled statement
of aims ffi1.dobjectives, of content, of sequence, of
suggested ne+hodo Icgy , of intensity and duration of a
given period and for a given set of learners.

Eo HYPothesis

In this paper, the null hypothesis (Ho) to be tested is:
Ho There would not be any significant differences between

the ach.ievemcrrt test scores of the study and control
groups due to the employment of the Form-Function
approach to the teaching of English illodalsauxiliarieso

And the alternate hypothesis (H1) is:
There would be significant differences between the
achievement test scores of the study and control
groups due to the employment of the Forill-Function
approach ••
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HEVIEU OF RELATED LITERATURE

A brief look at the past trends of language teaching
approaches, as Hobelt Lado (1964: 5) notes, reveals that different

theories of languaGe study are responsible for differences in
teaching methods.. \fuen a prescriptive theory of language was
popularly practised i~C2.language study, the Grammar Method, which
emphasises the definition of the parts of speech, memorization of
verb conjugations, and grammar rules, was corr~lonlyapplied in the
teaching of a languageo On the other hand, with the shift of
emphasis from a prescriptive theory to a descriptive theory of
language, under the wnbrella of the 'Structural Approach', which
according to Do H, Hyme s (1972: 272) "takes structure as a primary
end in itself, and tends to depreciate usel!, a host of methods,
like the Direct Method, the Audiolingual, and the Natural Methods,
have been strongly eflphasised as a reaction to the old oneo

Nevertheless, the claiRed success of these structural approach
orientated methods is currently being challenged by the supporters
of the 'Communicative Approach'which focuses DOrE) on language 'use,
that is, the realization of language as a co:mnunicative behaviour,
rather than usage vrhd.ch is the acquiring of the ability to compose
correct sentences ~egardless of their appropriateness in particular
contexts .•

According to H.:D'" Hackey (1978:16-17), the adherents of the
structural approach derived their theory from Ferdinand de Saussure's
ideas of 'la langue I, vll!.ichwas generally interpreted as the
privileged ground of structure, and 'la parole',which was considered
as the residual r-ea.Im of var-i atri on , Accordt1ngly, the structuralists
viewed structure as pri~ary and use as secondaryo The advocates of
the communicative approach, on the other hand, trace the origin of
their theory in the wo rlcs of J. R" Firth who asserts that "language,
being an essentially hunan activity, must not exclude the mind,
thoughts and ideas of those who use it, nor the situations in which
it is usedo" Therefore, the communicativists consider use as
primary to the structure of a languageo
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A brief 8xanination of the salient features of the
two approaches is discussed belowo

The structural approach to language teaching takes
two basic assumptions into considerationo In Mackey's
opinion, it ~'TiG\'lSlanguage learning "as acquiring the
ability to use its structure within a general vocabulary,
000 and dofines it as mainly a matter of interrelated
habi t s , II (po 257) .•

As observed hy It.• Lado, this approach is characterized
by imitation and menor i.z atri.on of basic isolated words and
sentences. Novi items are learned through the intermediary
of the knovm ones~ The new ones are taught on the bases of
the already Lear-ned structural pa+t er-ns , (po 218) e Massive
practice is Siveri to reinforce the new.ly learned items ..

Explaining wha t qualifications the structural approach
demands of the Language teacher, Lado points out that the
language teacher nust know the description of the structure
of the language; he must know the linguistic facts of the
students 1 Ii.1Other-tongueso that he can understand the
particular problems the students will face in learning the
target lillLguage; a~d he must also know the chief differences
and similarities of the two systems and the major vocabulary
of the target l~~guage (p.•9).

From the above sentences, one can easily deduce that
the structural pproach gives too much emphasis to structure
and assumes that the target language can best be taught by
means of (colltr['.1.J-ting-themother and target languages.

In a stI~ctural approach orientated-method, as it is
noted by Li Xiaoju (198L~:10), the process is teacher-centr'ed
and is charactel'ized by student-passivism. Ex:tensive listening
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and imitation are Q~illed until forms become automatic
habits on the assLr~ption that there is a direct connection
in the m.ind of the learner between what he sees and what
he says. In the process the structure of the language is
thought to be assimilated through inferences and abstractions.
Xiaoju further states that for the structuralists "the
whole process of Language= Lear-rri.ng is a discipline" (p.~1).

Although the structuralist pattern-drill school has
been one of the no at dominant ones for several years , its
effectiveness as a tool of equipping the foreign language
learner with t':18necessary language skills has come under
severe or-i tri.c i.sm, I1any language experts as well as schooI
teachers have ~aised their voices for the reassessment of its
practicality.. 8008 have even put forward new language-
teaching practices which they have considered as better
alternatives to that of the structuralist pattern-drill
school.

Challeilgins the structuralists' ideas that language
learning is acquiring the ability to use its structure and
that language is mainly a matter of interrelated habits,
M.A.K. Halliday et al (1970:18) write:

••• learning takes place readily if the language
is encoLL~tered in active use than if it is
seen or he&rd only as a set of disembodied
uttermlces or exercise.

Thus, foreiG2:1language learning is not merely a
carmmlnlng of lincuistic forms, but involves reasoning,
making deductions and propositions. And, above all, it
requires a clear definition of purpose.

Extendinr, his argument. Halliday contrasts the
first language learning with that of the second language
learningG He; states that "when we acquire our primary language,
~r first languace, we do so by learning how to beha~; in
situations, not by learning rules about what to say" (p. 179).
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It is possible t~ deduce from the above quotation that
the child learns its first language without systematic
instructions in its efforts to satisfy its needso At the
sametime, it develops awareness of the language by using it
in real life situations in a free environment.. w~ereas in
the case of a foreiGn language learning, the student learns
the language in a much more systematic presentation of teaching
materials as well as controlled environment, especially under
structural approach-orientated method.. The learner is
repeatedly exposed to rigidly structured exercises with the
assumption that he would internalize them. But, according
to We R. Lee (1969:3):

EffectivG learning is doubtless not in
direct proportion to the frequency of repetition,
but it is i;;C:-1"ptingto think that repeatedly
successful communication has very much more to
do with it, since success of this kind is likely
to impress the learner with what the language can do
and he can do with ito

Hence, success in language communication does not
seem to rely on the mastery of abstract system of the
language, but on the ability of using the language in
realistic life experienceo

B. The Form-Function Approach

Current studies in sociolinguistics ~~d psycholinguistics
have greatly influenced linguists and language teaching experts
to r-e=exami.netheir theories of study and language teaching
as vlitnessed by Do Ho Hymes (po 294). The beliefs that 'language>
learning is habit-formation' and that the foreign language
should be learnt by 'rote memorization' have faced oppositions
from the proponents of language use. For instance, EoWo
Stevick (1976:128) defines language as "purposeful behaviour
between people, intertwined with other kinds of purposive
behavior be+we en the same people It. This is the same as
implying that one cannot learn language by memorizing its
linguistic forms only, or by learning rules about how
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to say it, but by cr-cat i.ve Ly applying it in actual life
situations. In addition to this, language learning must have
a well-defined P"L1.l1!ofJeto achieve.

It was in response to such a demand that the Communicative
approach has been intJ:oduced.. The nove o.:vmyfrom the
structural approach to the communicative approach has also
resulted in +ho I,107efrom structural syllabuses to
functional syllabuses.. Structural syllabuses Here desgined
by listing vocabulalJT items and structures on the basis of
their formal similarities, regardless of their usefulness to
the learner" Tho f'unc t.LonaL syllabuses, on the other hand,
are made with SUl~vOystudies of vocabula~J items as well as
structures. Language items are taught on the basis of
their appropriateness in particular contexts and their
usefulness to tho learner inrrespective of their formal
differences.

According to tho structuralists, language learning means·
memorizing certain linguistic items without having the ability
to use them effectivoly when a need arises. According to H.W.
Widdowson (1978:18), "t.hey (structuralists) simply emphasise
usage, which is the citation of words and sentences as
manifestation of th8 Language syst em, TT

To the advocates of the communicative approach, use is
more important than usage as stated by K. norrow (1981 :62),
who is himself 0.. supporter of this approach. Morrow explains
that:

A method vrhi.oh aims to develop the ability of
students to COL~Ul1icate in a foreign language
will aim to replicate as far as possible the
processes of conmun.i.cat-Lon , so that practice
of the ~or~s of the target language can takeplace WI. tl11.11a communicative framework.

Furthermore, he adds that TTanothercrucial characteristic;'
of communicatio:Llis that the participants have choice, both in
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terms of what they vlill say and more particularly, how they,
will say itli (po 62).. In other words, the learner becomes
aware of the ideas that he intends to express and the
appropriate linguistic forms that are necessary to convey
those ideas.

In line with this, HoW •• \,Jiddowson elaborates
that:

We may say that the realization of language
as use involves two kinds of abilityo One kind
is the ability to select which form of sentence
is appropriate for a particular linguistic contexto
The second is the ability to recognize which function
is fulfilled by a sentence in a particular communicative
situation (p. 6) ..

Criticizing the methods that give too much attention to
usage at the cost of use, Widdowson further argues that
f1amethod which concentrates too exclusively on usage may
well be creatin~ the very problems which it is designed to
solve (1978:18).;-

From the above elaboration, it is not difficult to see
how a method wh.i.ch focuses more on the homogene Lty of forms
rather than on the homogeneity of meanings of language items
can make it difficl11t for the student to use a foreign language
in discourse proficiently. As a result, he may lose the drive
to learn it with zeal and appreciation.

Discussing SOiJe of the good points of the communicative
approach, Ko JolLnson (1983:235-236) states:

One thing the communicative approach has done
is to allow us to appreciate the context in which
language is usedo When one was teaching simply the
grammatical syllabus, one of the disadvantages was
that one didn't always think of the context in which
the language was used.
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Thus, if the student is made to be aware of the selection
of certain language items in relation to their appropriateness
in particular social situations, it is likely that he would be
motivated to learn the language effectively. On the other
hand, if the student is not made to be ware of the
applicability of language items that he'learns in the
classroom in specific social conditions, he may not be able
to handle the language successfullyo Raising a similar
example, Peter Cole (1972:2) states that IIEVERYTEACHER of
foreign languages is familiar with a student who has good
control of structure in oral and written drill but is unable
to express his ideas in conversation."

Therefore, it seems that the acquisition of forms is
in itself insufficient for the effective use of a language.
Realistic and effective communication cannot be probably
forced through drills but must arise naturally from real
situations. Such ~~ attitude is the main concern ox the
form-function approach to language teaching.

A functional syllabus prepares a list of inventories of
semantically homogeneous linguistic forms and weighs them up
by assessing their relevance to the immediate needs and
interests of the learner. It checks the appropriateness of
these forms to the functions to be fulfilled. It defines its
objectives by linriting them to the fulfillment of specific
goals. This sy.I'Labus ensures that there is harmony between
forms and functions. The functional syllabus assumes, as
C. Brumfit (1981 :LJ.8) put it, that learning "Till be effective
provided that there is extensive exposure to the target language
and plenty of opportunities for the learner to use it in actual
life activities by mak.i.ngreasons, propositions and deductions.

Discussing the main characteristics of a functional
syllabus, J. Morrow' (1981 :55) states that "functional
syllabuses are designed to encourage the chaining of individual
functions in ro~interactive way--interactive between the
functions themselves and between the participants in the
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conversation ••\; '\.Jith the organization of such syllabuses, it
is believed that the student will acquire proficiency in
Englisho

According to Rod Ellis (1982:73), a communicative
approach orientated method of teaching is characterized
as facilitative rather than prescriptive. It is a student-
centred method. It ~nconrages role-play in order to enhance
students' participation. This method focuses on learners'
immediate needs rather than on far-fetched goals. It assumes
that learning is the learners' main responsibility. The
teacher's role is to help, advise, supervise, set up pair, or
group work, and teach when necessary_ But only the learner
can learn by applying the learning theory which says that you
learn to do by doing.



CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT: PROCEDURES ANTI I·TETHODS

Although the aim of this research paper is not to
deal with the linguistic analysis of the modals, the nature
of the topic calls for a brief general explanation of the
modals in r-e.La't i.on to the pedagogical procedures applied
in the paper.

According to M.AeK. Halliday, Angus McIntosh and
Peter Strevens (1970:214), lithe teaching of the modals
presupposes +wof'oLd problems; conceptual problems (which
is linguistic in nature) and methodological problems (which
is pedagogical procedures)".,

On the basis of this presupposition, the researcher
has tried to find out how the modals are semantically
viewed by various linguists and grammarians before
preparing the teaching materials for the experiment.
In the works of Sa Robertson (1954); H. ~lliitehall (1960);
WoFo Twaddell (1963); Robert Lado and Charles Ce Fries
(1963); Martin Joos (1964); and Mo Eo Ehrman (1966) the
modal 'used to' is not included in the list of
classifications of the modalso But in the works of
A.S ..Hornby (1968); Rol'll.Zandvoort (1972); Randolph
Quirk and Sidney Greenbaum (1974); RoAD Close (1975);
Go Leech and J. Svartvik (1975); and A.J. Thomson and
AoVo Martinet (1979) it is included in the classification
of the modals. The modals 'dare' and 'noed' are also
described in all tho above works as marginal modal
auxiliaries because of their dual character of serving
as ordinary and aXlliliary verbs.. Another important point
which can be obseJ~ed in the works of these authors is th~t
the modals are characterized semantically by partial
similarities llilddifferences, in which case their
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teaching needs careful organization of teaching materials
and systematic presentation of lessonso

1. The Structural l~proach

According to the pedagogical principles of the
structural approach, emphasis is put on the importance
of the selection and gradution of language items in
the preparation of teaching materials. Accordingly,
the researcher has selected the most common meanings
of the moda.Ls in the preparation of the teaching
materials. Pattern practices were designed in such
a way that the students could develop accuracy in
manipulating the structures without making mistakes
in gralIlID.ar••

Although recent views of the nature of language
acquisition allow more and more trial and errors, and
consequently for more classroom freedom (Corder, 1981),
the materials we r-e prepared by putting the modals in
rigid contexts. This type of material organization is
assumed to hel~ the students to master the structures
by minimizing errorso Of course, one can argue that
if students are deprived of the riGht to use the
foreign Imlguage freely, they may not have the chance
of miximizing their available foreign language resources
in natural cOF~unication, Moreover, their language
development lught also be severely limitedo But, since

the main aim of the structural approach is the mastery
of the forms of the language, more attention was given to
the structures of the languageo

The ~~terials were prepared by treating each modal
separately, that is, by giving contextual clues for ~ach
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of its meanings (see Appendix B). Most of the exercises
were directly or indirectly taken from A Practical English
Grammar (1979), by A.J. Thomson and A. V. Martinet; A
University GrauJIDaro~ English (1974), by Randolph Quirk
and Sidney GreenbauYc; and A HANDBOOK OF ENGLISH GRAMMAR
(1972), by R.W. Zaudvoort. Relevant techniques of
material orgrolization and presentation were also adapted
from ENGLISH STUDIBS /8: Language Teaching Texts: A Manual
for Teachers (197LI-), by H. G. Widdowson.

Acoo rd.i.ngto l1illiam Littlewood (1983:95), who is
one of the advocates of the communicative approach, '-'Foreign
language teaching must be concerned with the reality; with
reality of COL~~Ulication as it takes place outside the
classroom and 1rli th r-eali,ty of learners as they exist
outside and inside the classroom.tf Therefore, in the
preparation of the teaching materials on the basis of
this language approach, efforts were made to realize
the importance of the above quotation by setting the
modals in different appropriate social situations.
Dialogues were prepared based on different practical
social situations to create opportunities for the
students to engage them :-'.inreal language use so that
the students can practise the language freely and confidently
despite their Iffi1suagedificiencieso Consequently, th~
students call onvisage the relevance and practicality of
the learning of a foreign language. Systematic attention
was also paid to the functional as well as the structural
aspects of the lan[!;uagein the preparation of the materials
in order to he Lp tho students develop their verbal and
written commurd.ca'tri.ve abilities. Dialogues were prepared
to facilitate t.h.i s, Each dialogue is f'oL'l owed by
different d.i.a l.ogue practices in the belief that "Our-
students must learn early to express their personal
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intentions throush all kinds of familiar and unfamiliar
recombinations of the language elements at their
disposal. The more daring they are in linguistic
innovation, the mor e readily they progress (Rivers
and Temperley, 1978:4-6). Thus, in the preparation
of the teaching nat cri aLs , appropriate modals and
appropriate situations were matched as much as yossible
to help the students understand the modals meaningfully~

Most of the e~~lanations which are given at the
beginning of each lesson were directly or indirectly
taken from A Cor~lDunicative Grammar of EnJ:)lish(1975),
by Geoffrey Leech 8Dd Jan S",rartvik. The techniques of
writing the dialof,U.eswere mostly adapted from Linguistics
in language teaghi'pE. (1977), by D~ A. \Vilkins and AN
INTRODUCTION ~~_D~~COURSE ANALYSIS (1978), by Malcolm
Couithas:d.

B. Classroom Teachin.l'l.Hethodology

In the f'o l.Lowi.ng two different groups, the
principles of the +wo language approaches wer-e strictly
applied and followed:

1. The Control._~r~ups: The Structural Approach

Each Les scn begins with a specific explanation
of the weaning of a nodalo Examples are given for
each explanationo The teacher reads out the
explanation and the examples to the class before
he moves on to the actual pattern practices.
When he finishes reading the explanation and the
examples, he calls on a student to read them .agaln.
Whenever the teacher detects mistakes, he intervens
and corrects the mistakes by supplying the students
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with the correct· pr-onunci at i.on or construction of
sentences (Ellis, 1982) as tho case may be.

In conducting lessons tho teacher denies the
students the freedoDl of using the language creatively
for fear that the ;-,1.other-tonguemay interfere and influence
the students to develop undesirable language habits
(Clark, 1975)~ The exercises are based on the
model patternso

In this classroom, no effort is made to
practise the lan3uage as it is realized in real
life situations. Pcepeated drilling of patterns is
encouraged so that the students would be able to
master the language forms. Exercises are corrected
and given back to the students in order to motivate
them to wo rk harder and better.

In the expcr-Lnent.al classes, the students
are divided into five groups in each classroom
because:

Psychologically, group work increases
the intellectual and emotional participation
or involvement of the individual pupil in
the tasx of learning a foreign language.
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Some pupils'fu:e more intelligent .
than others, vrh'i.Le some (not necc scar-i.Ly
the same ones) are more gifted in
learning langO_ages, some pupils
are out going, communicative,extrovert
personalities, while others are shy,
withdrawn introverts. In samll groups,
all types of learners can meet and mix,
compensating for one another's strong
points and deficiencies as language learners
(Jolly and Early, 1974:2)0

In each group there are six students. Grouping
is done vol1h~tarily and each group elects its leader
democratically. The group leader is responsible for
organizing the members into pairs for practising the
dialogues in turnsD He chairs discussions and gives
assignm.ents to the :':;1embers..He encourages them to
actively participate in the lesson by giving them
a fair chance of participationo Nevertheless,
he does not do~nate the classroom discussionso

In fact, group decisions and suggestions are nore
dominant. Lesson activities are characterized by
group interactions and interdependenceso

In the e:~erimental classes, every lesson
starts with a model dialogue practice. After each
practice, there are dialogue exercises to be written
and played by the students. Every group first practises
the model dialogue by changing roles in pairs and
by rotating turns. Then it moves on to the subsequent
dialogues for intensive practice .•

Since the exercises are designed to engage the
students in the process of actual communication as
it takes place inside or outside the classroom, the
students would not remain passive listeners but
they would have every chance to use the language
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freely and creativelyo Consequently, they would
be able to develop confidence ..

In the cor~~1Lnicative classes, tho role of
the teacher is to provide conditions for the smooth
running of the lessonso He supervises, observes
and notes how each group is carrying on its
activities" But the teacher gives help or
guidance when it is necessary for the smooth
flow of the pattern.. He gathers feedbacks by
monitoring the studentsIactivities and he also
tries to improve things when problems arise. The
teacher evaluates group work by correcting assignments
punctuallYe

At Addis Ababa University, all Freshman students
are divided into snaIl sections, of 30 students each,
at the beginning of the academic yearo Th e purpose of
dividing tho stude~ts into sections is to facilitate the
teaching - learninc process in general and to facilitate
the offering of the freshman English service courses in
par-t i cu.Lar-, SLllallergroups, as C. Brumfit (1984:76)
explains, serve liasa means of developing communicative
competence. 11

The names of all freshman are listed in alphabetical
order from A-Z. Then classes of 30 students each are
formed. Ln the first semester a class list usually
consists of about 30 students.. But in the second
semester it may cousd st of less than 30 students
because some students are dismissed from the University
for their poor academic performanceo in the first semester.
Therefore, when'the researcher set the experiment in the
second semester, there were less than 30 students in
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some of the sections. However, the researcher made the
assumption that since the freshman population was divided
into different sections randomly, a feV! groups could be
taken by casting lots as sample to represent the population.

In the study, .out of twenty-three social science
classes (sections), four classes were used as sample.
Two of the classes (classes C1 and C2) formed the
control class and the other two(clnssa.SG1 and SG2)
formed the experimGntal classa A total of 103 students
attended the control and experimental classes regularly.
There were 45 students in the control classes, out of
which 4 were fepaleso And there were 58 students in the
experimental classes, out of which 6 were femaleso The
avera~e age of the experimental and control classes was
between seventeen and eighteen years.

There were two participating teachers from the
Department of Foreifn Languages and Literature. The
teachers are both Ethiopians, who have M.Ao degrees in
English& Both of them have taught English at the
University for about six years. They have also been
involved in the teaching of the freshman English
Service coursesa Prior to this study, they were
involved in similar research works. Each teacher
had one control and one experimental classes. In
order to miniDize'class differences in motivation
and concentration, both teachers were scheduled to
teach all thei:c classes in the morning.. The experiment
lasted eight weeks and each class had three class hours
a weeko

The researcher did not take part in the teaching
of the lessons. But, throughout the eight weeks, he had
weekly meetings with the teachers to assess the relevance
and effectiveness of the teaching materialso He had also
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weekly observation periods in each class to see the
actual reactio~ of the students in the process of the
experiment. The researcher has received relevant
comments from t~e teachers on how to improve some parts
of the materials~ On the bases of their'important comments
and the researcher's actual observations, some alterations
were madeo

Before the start of the actual teaching periods,
the two teachers who were involved in the programme
were given a brief orientation on how to teach the
materials and handle the studentso With the control
groups the teachers were advised to encourage the
students to develop accuracy in grammatical structureso

But with the experimental groups, they were advised to
divide the students into smaller groupso

D. Measurement

At the begiIllLing of the experiment, no pre-test
was given to the classes to see if there were significant
differences between the control classes and the
experimental classes in their understanding of the
modal verbso The researcher assumed that all the
classes were e}~osed to the English language for about
~en years, prior to college entrance. All the students
had passed a compulsory college entrance English testo
Since all the students came from different schools in
the country and since they have been randomly streamed
into differeilt sections, it is assumed that the classes
have similar l~nguage abilitieso But to be more certain,
the researcher has checked up the students' English results
of the Ethiopian School Leaving Certificate Examination
(ESLCE)0 After collecting the students' English results
from their ESLCE report-cards, the researcher classified
all the grades into A, B, and Co In the experimental
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classes there 'It.Jere10 students who scored As, 13 students
who scored Bs and 35 students scored Cs. But in the
control classes there were 8 students who scored As,
10 students, who scored Bs and 27 students scored CSe
As the grades indicate, there are no significant
differences between the control and experimental
classes ..

At the e~d of the experiment, an achievement
test was prepared for both groups to determine which
of the two language approaches was more effective in
-the teaching of the modals by comparing the results
of the two Groupse The test paper consists of five
major parts. The first and the second parts, which
carry 5CP/o of the total marks, were based on the
materials prepared for the control classes. The last
three parts, wh i.ch carry 5CP;' of the total marks, were
based on the mat er-i.a.l s which were prepared for the
experimental classes" Thus, parts I and II could be
assumed to be for the control classes and parts III,
IV and V for the experimental classes (see Appendix D)e

To deter:-Jinethe significa:nC~eof the Means
Difference be tween the control and experimental
classes, the t-test was usedo The expected results
were:

If the control and experimental classes
perforillsimilarly in the achievement test, say
their mean difference being statisticall;y
insignificant, ~hen, the NULL HYPOTHESIS (Ro)
would be accepted"

- If either the control classes or the experimental
classes perform better, say their illeandifference
being statistically significant in the achievement
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test, then, the ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS (H1) would
be supported .•

The achievement test was prepared on the bases of
the followinG objectives and rationaleo

L~this part of the test, the ability of the
students to choose the right response from a set
of modals in order to complete a given sentence
was measured. The distractors were carefully set
to test the ability of the students in using the
modal auxiliaries correctlyo

20 Sentence COf~letion

This part of the test was prepared to measure
the students' ability to complete sentences by
supplying appropriate modals along with other
necessary wordso The words the sthdents were
expected to use were mostly main verbsG This
part was nade different from part I, in that the
students wer-e r-equ.i.r-ed to reason out and to supply
which appropriate modals and other necessary words
would make the sentences grammatically conr-ec t , It
was based on the observation of the students'
errors in constructing grammatically correct
sentences using appropriate modal auxiliaries
and other ma.i.n verbs 0 It is clear that verbs play a key

role in the structure of sentences and they have
to be tested and studied throroughly.
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3~ Compl~tioD of dialogues

This part is different from part II, in that
the testeeswere required to supply appropriate
modals alone, vath other necessary wor-ds to complete
sentences whi~~ depict different contextso Unlike in
part II, t~e completions here could appear at the
begiDJling, in the middle, or at the end of a natural
conversatione The word groups that were needed to
complete the dialogues were of different combinations
from that of part 110 They were longer and more
complex than those of part 110 This part was
prepared to assess whether the students were
able to identify requests, invitations, permesions,
etco, by usin8 appropriate modals in their appropriate
contexts.. This part is felt to be essential for
helping the students to see how ideas flow in natural
conversation. At the same time, it is also believed
the students would develop their written communicative
ability .•

This part is more or less based on part III,
because the students were expected to write similar
dialogueso &It, unlike in part III, the students
were not restricted to specific modals and to specific
contexts. T hey were free to choose appropriate
situations wi t.h their appropriate moda I s, This part
was prepared to test and measure the ability of the
students in using the modals appropriately and
creatively, on a larger scaleo This was felt to be
important for the students to help them use the
modals in realistic life situationsc
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This part is different from part IV in that
the students were free to use the modals in expressing
their reactions to the given situations. This part
of the test was necessary to test the ability of
the students on how they organize their ideas and as
to how they argue for or against an ideao In this
part of the test, the students were expected to
use the language as a whole by describing different
topics in different settingso



CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Results

1•• Achievem.ent Test-.-;;..-~.~-~~~.-

The Achievement Test scores of Study Group 1
(SG1) and Control Group 1 (CG1), both of which
were handled by one of the two instructors, are
shown in table 10 Study Group 1 consisted of thirty
students. Its average score and standard deviation
are 65 .•0 and 9.8 respectively.. Control Group 1 had
twenty seven students and the group's average score
and stffiLdarddeviation are 5309 and 9.5 respectivelyo

TABLE I: Achievement Test score distribution of Study
Group 1 (SG1) and Control Group 1 (CG1)

SG1 CG1~-~~- _.- .•..

CeI f cof CoI f Cofo
45-49 3 3 36-39 2 2
50-54 2 c, 40-43 L!_ 6./

55-59 r: 10 44-47 2 8-,
./

60-6LI- -, 13 48-51 "7 11:) )

65-69 5 18 52-55 1 12
70-7LI- 7 25 56-59 5 17
75-79 1:_ 29 60-63 5 22
80-81 1 30 6L~-67 5 27

N -- 30 N = 27- 65 -x x = 5309
8D 9..8 SD = 905

The Achievement Test Scores of Study Group 2
(SG2) and Control Group 2 (CG2), both of which
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were handled by one instructor, are given in
Table 110 Study Group 2 consisted of twenty
eight students_ The group's average score and
standard deviation are 6106 and 808 respectivelyo
Control Group 2 had eighteen students and its
average score and standard deviation are 52.3 and
8.5 respectively~

TABLE II: Achievement Test score distribution of
Study Group 2 (SG2) and Control Group 2 (CG2)

SG2--~--
C.I f,_ ..•.. --. ..•..---._---

41-4L!- 1
45-48 /1

49-52 3
53-56 :J

57-60 6
61-6L~ 5
65-68 2

69-7~2 L~

73-76 2
77-80 1

IT -- 28- 61.6x
SD -- 8~8

CG2
cof CoI f c.f.

1 35-38 2 2
2 39-42 1 3
5 43-4E 1 4
8 L~7-50 3 7

14 51-54 4 11
19 55-58 4 15
21 59-62 1 16
25 63-66 2 18
27
28 N ....18- 5203x --

SD = 805

The Achievement
Study Group, SG1 and
of the Control Group
shown in Table III.
ioe. SG1 llildSG2 put
eight stUdents. The

Test scores of the overall
SG2 taken together and that
CG1 and CG2 taken together are
The overall Study Group (OSG),
together, had a total of fity
groups' average score and
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standard deviation are 6303 and 9.43 respectively~
The average score and standard deviation of the
overall Control Group CG1 and CG2 t~~en together
are 5302 ~~d 9$06 respectively. The overall Control
Group (OCG) had forty five students.

TABLE III: Achievmment Test score distribution of the
overall Study Group (SG1 and SG2) and the
overall Control Group (CG1 and CG2).

SG1
C.l s»1-

1+1_45 1
46-50 c,

./

51-55 6
56-60 12
61-65 9
66-70 10
71-75 8
76-80 r:

'-)

81-85 1

N

-x --
SD - -

2. Hypothesis Test

63.

SG2 CG1 and CG2
cof CoI f cof~

1 35-38 4 4
6 39-42 4 8

12 43-46 3 11
24 47-50 6 1'7

I

33 51-54 6 23
43 55-58 9 32
51 59-62 4 36
57 63-66 8 44
58 67-70 1 45

N = L~5 I-3 x = 5302 ILl-) SD = 9.06
- -

and

The null hypothesis in this research was that
there would not be a significant difference on the
achievement test results of the study and control
groups due to the emplOYment of the form-function
approach to the teaching of English TIodalsto Addis
Ababa University fi~st year studentso The alternate
hypothesis was that there would be a si.grd.f Lcant;
difference between the achievement test ~esults of
the two groups.
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A t.wo _ tailed t - test at 00025 level of
signifiCfu~ce was applied to determine whether the
difference was significant or not because the
alternate hypothesis is non-directionale

The overall achievement test average score of
the Control Group, CG1 and CG2 (N1 = 45) was 5302 and
its standard deviation was 9 ..06" The overall
achievement·test average score of the Study Group,
SG1 and SG2, (H2 '"58) was 6303 and its standard
deviation was 9o~·3..

The t-calculated for the overall Control group
and overall Study group was computed to be 5041.,
The value of t-tabulated at N1+N2-2 = 101 degrees
of freedom and a.Lpha , OS/2 '\IIlRS found to be 1098400

The null hypot.lies.i.s that there would not be any
significant differ8nce between the overall achievement
test averaf,e score of the Study group (SG1 and SG2)
and that of the overall Control group (CG1 and CG2)
had to be rejected bec~use the t-calculated (5041)
was greater than the t-tabluated (109840)0 The t-test
indicated that the difference between the achievement test
score of the Btudy groups which were tau8ht in the form -
function approach, and that of the Control groups, which
were taught in the Structural approach, was statistically
significant ..

The t-calculated for the Study Group one, SG1,
(N1 = 30) and the Control Group one, CG1, (lJ2 = 27)
was 4 ..340 'I'he value of t-tabulated at N1 +N2-2 = 55
degrees of freedoIl and alpha ..05/2 was found to be
200086.. Since tne t-calculated = 4~34 is greater than
the t-tabulated = 2Q0086, the difference in the
achievement test avorage scores of the two groups is
statistically siE;nificant showing that Study Group
one (SG1) lias supe r-i.our- to Control Group one (CG1) 0
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The t-calculated for Study Group 'I'wo , SG2,
(N1 = 28) and Corrt roL Group Two, CG2, (N2 = 18)
was 3.•58" The:;value of t-tabulated at N1+N2-2 = 44

1 degrees of :Creedon and aLpha , OS/2 was f'ound to be
2001410 The t-calculated = 3..58 is greater than the
t-tabulated ~:200141.. Therefore, the difference in
the achievoilent test average scores of the two
groups is statistically significant indicating that
Study Group T\,'To (SG2) did bettor than the Control
Group Two (CG2 )"

The t-calculated for Study Group one, SG1,
(N1 =' 30) and Study Group Two, SG2, (N2 = 28)
was 10420 The value of t-tabulated at N1+N2-2 = 56
degrees of freedoilland alpha.. OS/2 was found to be
2000030 It can be seen that the t-calculated (1G42)
is less +han the t-tabuJ.ated (2e 0003).. Therefore, the
difference in the achievement test average scores of
the two groups is not statistically significant,which
means that the two Study groups, SG1 and SG2, did
equally well on the achievement testo

The t-calculated for Control Group one, CG1,
(N1 = 27) and Control Group Two, CG2, (N2 = 18)
was 0,,590 The value of t-tabulated at N1+N2-2 = 43
degrees of freedom and alpha ,,05/2 was f'ound to be
2000860 The t-calculated (0.,59) is less than the
t~tabulated (200086)~ This means that ,the difference
in the ach'i evemerrt test average scores of the two
groups is not statistically significant.. The tvvo
groups performed equally poorly on the achievement
test 0 The summar-y of hypothesis test findings is
given in Table IV"
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TABLE IV: Summ~J of the hypothesis test findings.

~.Type of
deg.f Significance- SD T-cal t-tabComparison N x

OSG 58 63.3 9.L~3
5.41 1.9840 101 Significantv.

OCG 45 53~2 9~06
SG2 28 61.6 8,,8

v. 3.58 200141 44 Significant
CG2 18 52.3 8.•5
SG1 30 65 9.8

v. 4.34 2.0086 55 Significant
CG1 27 53.9 9.5
CG1 27 53.9 9.5
v. 0.59 2.0086 43 Not Significant

CG2 18 22•3 8;.5

'i SG1 30 65 9.8
v. 1.42 2.0003 56 Not Significant

SG2 28 61.6 8.81

B. Discussions

In Chapter III, it was explained that the control and
study groups had been exposed to the English language for
a similar number of years and language learning environments.
Thus, it was asslliledthat the two groups had similar language
proficiencieso But when an achievement test was administered
to the two groups at the end of theerperinent, the study
group, which was taught in the form-function approach,
performed much better than the control group, which was
taught in the structural approacho This means' that the
form-function approach is more effective in teaching the
modal auxiliaries to Addis Ababa University first year
students thilllthe structural approach. But why is this
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so? It is because of the influence of the two parnicipating
teachers? Or the influence of the two different teaching

, 1 ? 0 t' b ' d'fferences between the nedagogicalmaterla s. r no aSlc 1 ~

principles of tho two approaches?

An attenpt Has made to see if the difference in avarage
scores betvleen the control and the study groups was due to
the influence of the two instructors who were involved in
the teaching of the experiment.. The difference in average
scores between control group one (C1) and control group
two (C2) was found to be 186u But this was not statistically
significant. Similarly, the difference between study group
one (SG1) e~d study group two (SG2) was found to be 3.4, but
this was not statistically significantu Again, the average
scores of the t1,vOgroups which were taught by the same
instructor were compared. The difference in average scores
for the first instructor, between study group one (SG1) and
control group one (C1) was found to be 11.1, and this was
statistically significant at 5% level of significance.
Likewise, for the second instructor, the difference between
study group two (SG2) and control group two (C2) was 9.3,
and this was statistically significant at 5% level of
significance. The difference in average scores between the
study groups put together and the control groups put together
was also found to be 10.1, and this was again significant
at 5% level of si~~ificance. Therefore, the difference in
average scores bet't'leenthe two groups cannot be due to the
influence of the two instructors.

When the achievement test was prepared, the first
two parts of the paper which emphasised linguistic forms
(structure) and whi.ch carried 5CY/o of the total marks ,
were designed on the basis of the pedagogical principles of
the structural approach. Since the control groups were
taught in this teaching approach, it was expected that they
would do better trhan the study groups on these parts of the test e
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On the other hand, parts III, IV and V wni.ch
emphasized c(,)EILlu.nicative competence and which carried 5C1/o
of the total, were designed on the basis of the pedagogical
principles oT the form-function approach. Since the study
groups were tauGht in this teaching approach, it was expected
that they would do better than the control groups on these
particular parts of the test. But, the results of the two
groups revealed that the study groups scored slightly higher
than the control groups on the first two parts of the test
and much higher on the last three parts of the paper. From
this, it can be deduced that the study groups performed
better in the test due to the effectiveness of the pedagogical
principles of the form-function approach.. (See Appendix D) .•

During his observation hours in the study and control
group classes, tho researcher observed certain basic
differences in the reactions of the control and study groups
to the language lessons.. In the beginning of the experiment,
the control croups were active and enthusiastic in doing
the exercises. But, after a week, the control groups showed
a decline in their participation, despite the fact that the
participating teachers were trying to motivate them.. The
students were inactive and hesitant to give their opinions
in the classrooM discussionso There was a feeling of boredom
and indifference in the classes.. On the other hand, the
study groups increased their participation by actively playing
and writing the dialogue practices and exerciseso There was
~ignificant'progresD in the studeDts' interest motivation, ,
involveL1ent, and confidence.. The dialogue practices and
exercises fostered healthy group interactions and inter-
dependences .•

The differences irrparticipation between the control
and study groups wer-e similarly noted by the participating
teachers as explained in their observation reports, which
appear under Appendix A in this paper .•
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The roles of the participating teachers in the control
and study classes were differento In the control classes,
the teachers doninated most of the classroom discussions .•
They were more cautious about the students' pronunciation
and grammatical aistakes than about the students', free
and creative use of the languageo They were rigidly following
the prepared teaching materials by emphasising the structure
of the language, because the pedagogical principles of the
structural app~oach demand thise But, in the study group
classes, the roles of the teachers were limited to guidance
and supervision, because the pedagogical principles of the
form-function approach advocate for more student participation
and less t eacher- .i.nvoLvemerrt , The teaching materials for the
study group were prepared in such a way that they minimized
the teacher's participation and maximized the students'
participation Ln the belief that "Teacher-s cannot learn
the language for their studentso They can set their
students on the road, helping them to develop confidence
in their own learning powers" (Rivers and Temperley, 1978)0
The dialogue practices gave the students a chance to use
the language creatively and confidently in a narural way .•
Each student was able to interpret what was said to him by
giving correct and appropriate responseso

An Lmpo r-t.ar-t qucs t i.on could be raised concerning
the two types of teaching materials which were prepared
for the control and the study groupso If dialogues were
prepared for the control groups on the basis of the pedagogical
principles of the sJcructural approach, could the control
groups have pez-f'o rcned better in the achievement test than
the study groups? The answer to this question is no .•
The study groups perfor~ed better in the achievement test
than the control groups not because they were taught the
modals in dialOGUe forms, but, because they were taught
the modals through meaningful dialogues. On the other hand,
the control groups would not have performed better in the
achievement test than the study groups even if they had been
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taught the illodalsin dialogues, because structure-oriented
dialogues enphas i.ae usage and not communicative competence.
Opposing those who say that the structural approach can help
the students to develop their oral fluency if dialogues are
used in classr.oo~ activities, Scott (1981:70) argues that:

Certainly dialogues are used, but
their purpose is not to teach rules
of comnu~lication, appropriacy or usee 0

No ma+t e:chow many grammatical forms may
appear in a structural dialogue, the focus is
always a stlucturar'one and no account is
offered of how a sentence takes on mearri.ng
from its re~ation to surrounding utterances
and ron-d.i.ngui.rrtii.c factors 0

Hence, it is possible to conclude that, since the
two participatin~ teachers had one control and one study
groups each, the differences in the average scores of the
control and the-study groups were not due to the influences
of the teachers, ~ut due to the effectiveness of the form-
function approach.



CHAPTER V

SUl'1l'1ARY OF JiTi'TDIITC-8, CONCLUSION ANTI RECO:Ml'1ENDATIONS

A. Summar-t of Fi::'ldinr:;s

The results of the achievement test which was
administered to the Control and Study groups are given
in Chapter IV ..

The avero.c;escores of the achievement test for
the Control and tho Study groups were 53..2 and 63.3
respectively" s:'hc difference between the average scores
was found to be statistically significant proving that the
Study groups pe.r-I'o.rned better than the control groups.
On the other hand, it was statistically proved that there
was no significant difference between the average scores
of Control STOUp one and control group tvlOo Similarly, there
was no Sig-Ilificant difference between the average scores of
study group one llildstudy group two,

From the findin~s of the experiment, it was possible
to clearly see that the form-function approach was more
effective in the teaching of the modal auxiliaries to
the first year students of Addis Ababa University.

B. Conclusion

Perfectly Controlled experiments on language teaching
and learning are difficult to ~onduct, because "The biggest
.trechrri.caI difficulty with research on language teaching is
that there ar-e so many variables to deal with" (Diller,
1978:98). Therefore, researches which are carried out on
foreign language teaching should be considered ~s something
suggestive rather than conclusiveo Nevertheless, this does
not mean that we canno t judge the relative strengths and
weaknesses of the' structural and functional approaches to
language teachinc;.•
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In the eJ~criwent, the study groups who were
taught in the fOI'E1.- function approach performed
better in tho achievement test than the control groups,
who were taucht in the structural approach even though
the eA'"Perime~tvraa carried out in fairly controlled
situations. The e~~eriment has shown that the form -
function approach was relatively more effective than
the structural approach in the teaching of the English
modals to first =rea~ students of Addis Ababa Universityo

The stud~T was restricted to the teaching of the
v

English modal a1L~iliaries to regular first year students
of the College of Social Sciences of Addis Ababa
Universi ty 0 '1110 participating teachers with similar
qualifications ffildteaching experiences weI'e involved
in the t eacrri.ng of the cxpe r.i.merrt , All the groups were
taught their e::cperinental lessons in the mor-rri.ng , Two
types of t each.i.ng ua t er-i aLs were pr-epar-ed , In the
preparation of tho toaching materials, wh.ich were
designed for the corrt roL groups, emphasis vee placed
on the structural forms of the language.. This was done,
because the structural approach emphasises usage rather
than language use~' In the preparation of the communicative
materials, howeve.;-, emphasis was given to language use
so that the studc.rt.scould practise the Language through
role playing and :-:;roupwo rk ,

At the end of tl18 experiment, an achievement test
was prepared on tho ba ses of the two different teaching
materials in ordor to give equal chancos to the control
and the study ;::;roupsoBut, statistical computations of
the test results revealed that the study grou~ per-formed
better than the control group. This can reasonably be
ascribed to the effoctiveness of the forn-function approach .•
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In order to properly assess the relevilllce and
effectiveness of +ho various methodological principles
that are b~illC;used ill the teaching of English at the
elementary, secondary and tertiary levels in Ethiopia, it is
wise to continually and rigorously carry out experiments on
hO\<Tbest to teach a foreign language .•

Based OIl tJ1G findings of this study, the following
recommendations could be made:

1.. The purposes and objectives of the teaching of
a f'or-o i.gn language must be based on the specific
cO@~lulicative needs of the students. The teaching
materials Elust be based on the clearly defined
purposes and objectives .•

2,. The moda L auxiliaries should be taught in
carefully and appropriately seleetsd contexts
80 that the students can easily understand the
subtle mearri.ngsof these auxi.Li.a.ryverbs .•

30 In teaching structural items like the modals, the
studer:>.t,gshould be organized in pairs or groups so
that they can practise the Language freely and
confidently through mutual help.. The teacher's
role ahou.Ld be geared to giving guidance and

40 Further studies are needed to identify the
conmuni.cat-i ve needs of Addis Ababa Uni versi ty
students to prepare appropriate teaching materials,
and to devise suitable teachinc methods.. The
studies should be conducted "'Iith a large sample
population. over a reasonable length of time .•
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l\.PPENDIXA
CLASSROOM OBSIillVATION OF PARTICIPATING TEACHERS

~'~~CHER I

The axper-Lmerrc011 the use of modals in Eng.Li.sh involved
a study group and a control groupo The students 'Here taught
for two months, illLd during the process of the e}~eriment, the
instructor could Bake the following observationso

The teaching nat er-i.a l, in the control gr-oup used the
structural approach. The uses of the various modals were
explained at length, ~nd illustrated with numerous exampleso
After going over the material with the students, they were

required to do the exercises carefullyo Generally, they did
not have any difficulty in doing the exercise given after each
unit. The sessions were conducted normally, and no remarkable
improvement was noticed in the students' abili~J to speak or
write. The sessions wlri.ch were rather teacher centered wer e
sometimes monotonous both for the instructor and the studentso

The study group, on the other hand, was taught the modals
according to the forB - function approacho Although the
instructor had al~eady been exposed to this method of teaching,
controlling the situation was difficult at first, and progress
in the work was rather slow. However, it was encouraging for
the instructor to see the students' errthus i.asm in doing some-
thing different from vll'~atthey usually did in class, where
little room is given for students' active participation. They
enj oyed playing the dialogues in groups or vIith their comparri.on ,
The classes were Ii,tely and interesting.

Students had the opportunity to produce their own dialogue
in groups or individually based on the model dialogues provided in
the material. Not only did this experiment give them an
opportunity to practice writing, and to develop the extent
of their vocabulary, but to their satisfaction, they realized
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how important it is to 1)8 able to speak in English. 'They would
speak boldly without ">cing conscious of the presence of the
instructor, who interfered veYJ little, except when pointing
out general mistaJ::esor supplying the ,!Ocabulary items called
forth by the various situations.

Many students expressed their oplnlon saying the structural
method used in the teac~ling of English in t1\euni versi ty did
not as such help them develop their speaking ski Tl.s, They suggested,
therefore, that this form - function method be used in the
teaching of English at university level.

Olga Yazbec

TEACHER II

I was one of tLe participating teachers in Ato Worede's
experiment the purpose of wru.ch was to see whether the structural
or the form - function approach was effective in the teaching of
English modal auxiliaries. I had one study group and one control
group and the experiDe~t lasted two months. Both classes were
Social Science freshna~ students.

The control class was taught in the atruc tur-a'lappr-oach;
The form of a modal uas first given and then its TIeaning was
explained to the class wi,th several sentences to exenp'li ry usage.
The students were then drilled so that they might master the
structures. Mistakes in usage and pronunciation were corrected as
they occurred. Fin.8.llythe students wrote the exercises in their
notebooks and those were marked and returned to the students
promptly.

The fOrffi- f1h~ction approach was employed in the study classe
The form of a modal was given along with TIodel dialogueso The
dialogues were not nearrt to exemplify mere usage but the function
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of a modal in different contextso The class vJaS divided into
small groups of si.x studcnts each and they practised the dialogues
in pa'irs, They then 'ltTj.:'otetheir own dialogues on the model given
them and practised t}:;.csein their gr-oups , All homework was
marked and retur~ed to the classo Mistakes in grammar and
pronunciation which appeared in the course of the discussions
were tolerated but corrected after the discussions and in the
students' written worl:~ My role was limited to supervising and
guiding the class aot i.v.i t i.ee •.

Generally the contn-o I group treated the lesson on a modal
auxiliary as yet anothor portion they had to learn in order to
pass a t.e s't, The class lacked in enthusiasm and "Tere mostly
passive listenerse

In the study group, however, it was a completely different
pictureo The class Has divided ito smaller groups in which the
students could actually practise speaking the language and the
seating ar-r-angeraerrt was changed. to suit the purpose. Each student
felt relaxed in his small group and freed from the strictly formal
class atmosphere he "TaS usee. to. This developed his confidence and
participated fully in the group discussions. He had the opportunity
to use the Language and to learn from others 0 The discussions
were thus lively and fruitful though it must be admitted that at
the beginning of the expez-Lmorrt it took some time beforethe
students were completely at home witt the tasko

Haile rlichael Aberra



li.PPENTIIX B- -
Teachine. 11aterial: Structural Approach

l"Iodals
Unit 1

The modals eA~ress a variety of moods or attitudes towards
a possible state or action~

1. Will

a) Will you? can express an invitation:
e~go \.r.Tillyou have some wine?

\'Jillyou come to tea t omoz-row?
vTill you come with me?
Hill ~QU cone'inside?
Come inside, will you?
Take a chair" will you?
Have a cup of tea, won't you?
Have a little soup, won't you?

b) vsn you? Call expr ess a request:
eogo It/illyou type this, please?

Hill you post this letter, please?
Hill you speak louder, please?
vin you repeat that, please?
Hill you lend me you pen for a moment, please?
Open the door, will you?

c) Will in the affirmative can express a command:
e~go You will stay here till you are relieved ..

All boys will attend roll-call at 9 o'clock.
You will wait till I return •.
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d) 'Nill can express a habit normally expressed by the-'- ~
simple present but will + infinitive can be used to
emphaeize the characteristics of the performer rather
than the action performed:

e.g. Daniel wi.Ll, sit and look at the sea for hours .•
She will sit quietly and listen to the radio"

e) vin can express obstinate insistence, usually habitual 0

eogo If you v/ill ask unnecessary questions it is not
surprising that people do not like youo
You can't get 3. job if you will sit here all day ..

f) Will can ir..troduce2-D assumption:
e.go He'll be there by now - I'm sure he is there ..

She'll finish by now - I'm sure she has finished.
It can be followed -by the perfect infini tive:

He will have reached Paris by now - I'm sure he has
reached Paris .•
You will have heard about this - I'm sure you have heard
about this •.

g) Will can express a promise:
You'll have your
I proilliseI vIill
I pr'orri.s e I vvill

money tomorrow, I promiseo
not tell this to anyone .•
take good care of your book.

h) Will can expr-ess -vrillingness on the part of the person
referred to lJY the subj ect:
eogo Asfm1 will help you,

I'll answer the phone.
the chairhlan will follow up your case .•
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2. Shall

a) Shall 1? 8~lall·1J.ie? is used in requests for orders or---~~---~-. -

advice, offers, suggestions:
io request for orders:

e.g. Em"! shall 1 cook it?
h" ?vJll.ereshall we put t a.s :

\rJhatshall 1 do next?
" ?Hcvr shall we write the cxer-ca se .

iio request for advice:
e.g. T{Jhichone shall 1 buy?

Shall 1 take this one?
\'.1h.ereshall 1 wait for him?
Shall 1 see him today?

iii .• request for offer:
eag. Shall 1 wait for you?

Shall 1 help you to pack?
Shall 1 r;ive you the bigger one?

ivo request for suggestion:
80g. Shall we meet at the theatre?

Shall 1 call you this afternoon?
Shall we do this first?
Let's eat now, shall we?

b) Shall is used to express a speaker's intention:
e.g. You shall have a sweet. (1 will give you a sweet).

He shall not come her e, (1 wont let him come ;)
They shall not pas s, (V-.Te won 't let them pass •.)
We shall fight the enemy wherever he is •.

c) Shall is used to express a command!
e.g.. Meubers shall pay a monthly contribution of five

bi r-r-,
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Each co:mpetitor shall wear a number.
/Note: Both uses o:" shall in band c are old-fashioned

and fo:cr:l8.land normally avoided in mod.er-n

Eng.l.i.sh,

Shall in c is chiefly used in regulations or
legal documents~/
To report the exanples in c above in indirect
speech, sh~! is usually replaced by must, have/had
to, is/was too

eego The regulations say that each competitor
mue~/has to/ is to wear a number.

Exer-ci.s e I

Use will or shall in the blanks in the following
sentenceso

Asfaw ~ chair the meeting tonight ••
I = driru~ alcohol if I want too---

8.

You can't persuade him. He do things his own way.
we have coffee outside?---

______ you cle~~ the floor?
I promise she _~~ have a copy of the book next weeko

I read you the article?
You have a fair trial soon .•
___ you lend me 'your typewriter please?
Let's go to cinema, we?
My father sit and think of the family problem
for hours on weekends .•
tTAllteachers attend the meeting,tT said the
director like a general.
Go to Ato Ge'tachew co He help you ,
Close the window, you?
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have ri.c e for dinner if I want too--
you core inside?---

I'll bring you coffee, I?
They not let De go where I like .•
The army ~ fight the enemy to the last"
Tesfaye is al ;-;o:;7slike that 0 He attack
people if he is beaten in an argument 0

I
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Unit 2

Would

a) Would ll.o]1:.? Can express an invi t.at Lon , It is a milder,
more hesit~nt replacement for will y03?
e.•g .• vJould you come inside now?

UOl.lldyou sit down?

Would you like another glass of wine?
""o'uldyou like to have some wore soup?
'VJoulc1.you like to have a beer?

b) Ca..11. be used for a request in the present:
e.•g .• "ltJouldyou show me the way to the station?

100uld you give him this letter?
vlcYL1..ldyou type this for I!1e,please?
1tlouldyou repeat that, please?

c) Expresses hub.i, ts in the past r-ep.l.ac i.ng used to:
eogo They vrou.Ld come for us at dawn and we would

m01L'1tour horses and go back "vi th them to
thei:i' camp , (contracted f~D. possible)
They Vlould wait for us at the bridge ..

d) Would is'used to express obstinate insistence, usually
habitual, i:c the past:
eog.. Ue all t~('i8dto stop him smoking in bed but he

wou l.d do it .•

e) Would ca~ e~~ress a polite request:
Would X0l1? is 8. more polite form than po you want?
eog.. Vould you like to see the director?

I:lol'..ldyou mind opening the window, please?
"Iould you mind waiting a momerrt , please?
viould. you please let me.know as soon as possible?
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f) Would -l- rathor/sonrmer expresses preference:
eogo I wou Ld rather goo

g) \-Jouldis used. after wish

i.. to express a not very hopeful wish concerning
the future:
eos. I Hish it would stop rainine;..

I wish he would not come to the party.

iio to express regret that another person is unwilling
to do so~ething that the speaker approves of or
persists in doing something that the speaker
d.isappr-oves of:
e e [;0 I vri sh he would go to dances 0

I uish he wouldn't keep talking about his
.i l.Lne s s ..

h) Would C2...l} ~Je used to express regret after if only:
e"go If only ;18 would help me, I would finish the

work in no time ..

If only you would keep quiet, I could read the
book with concentration.

i.· Wo~_~. is used in sentences containing conditional
clauses:
e06. If you parked your car there, they would take

it away .•

If I were you, I would keep quiet ..
I could lend you five birr, if that would help.
I Hould have liked to go yesterday, but I
didn't have the chance.

j) In the past, i.e. in indirect speech, it is possible
to use wou Ld :
e••2;.. !:e asked me if I would have some more wine.
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He aal.ed j_·~e if I would come to tea tomorrow It

He asked -IlG if I would come \<Tith him.
He aak.ed :"8.eif I would show him the way 0

I so.id that I would help him.
He said that he wouldn't help -~lG a cerrt ,
He know he wcu Ld be late 0

Should

a) Should is used to express duty and to indicate a
correct or sensible action. It is therefore a usual
way of e7~res8ing advice:

e.g. You 820uld pay your debts (duty) 0

You shoul~~'t tell lies (duty).
You Sh01.:.1deat more fruit (advice) .•
There should be eleven players (correct action).
Shops should remain open till later in the

evening (sensible action).
They shouldn't allow parking in this street;

it is too narrowo

b) Sho~ld +._F?csent infinitive has a present or future
meaning:
eog.. You shou.l.d go today,

You should go tomor-r-ow ,

c) Should is used in indirect speech:
e s g , He said that I should go that day.

He said that I should go the next dayo

d) Should -:-perfect infinitive (you should have gone)
expresses a past nnfulfilled duty or sensible action which
was not perfor::'led:
eogo You should have stopped at the ~ed lightso

You shouldn't have been rude to him ••
You should have done your homework yesterdayo
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e) Shoul~ i~3 usee after certain verbs:
i~ sugcest, propose, insist + that 000 should

eoro;..ABfaw suggested that I should sell the house .•
Asfaw proposed that Aster should sell the car ..
Asfaw suggested that the houso should be sold.
He proposed that the trip should be postponed.
She insisted that nothing should start till she
ar rtived ,

He proposed that a chairman b~ electedo

r-ecomrcend, advise + that ..e 0 should
eog.. He recommended that we should buy new tyreso

He advised us that we should buy new tyres .•

iii .• detenl_ined, was determined, agreed, demanded + that •....
+ should
e•.go He \'lasdetermined that nobody should get there

before hima
She agreed that the prize should be given to
Lsefa"
Q:he wor-ker-sdemanded that they should get pay
raises.

iv~ arrw1ge, be anxious + that 000 + should
The teacher arranged that I should study with Asfaw ..
He vas anxi.ous that everyone should pass the test 0

vo order, command + that GOOO + should
He ordered that As f'aw should goo
He commanded that the men should shut the gateso

He commanded that the gates should be shut.

vio It is vital, essential important, necessary,
advisable + that 00_0 + should
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It is essential that the house should be
preparedo

It was adv.i aab l.e that we should sell the c.ar,

f) Should is used to express an assup~tion
eogo He should be there by nowo (it is reasonable to

aSSU)'18this)
He should have finished by now 0

These assumptions are laee confident than
anaumptrions with wi Ll , He will be there,
(1 BE quite certain of this)
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Exercise 2

Complete the following sentences by suing Would or Should
in the blanks:

you havo a drink?----
post the letters on timeo

1.
2.. You ---
3. One EOt tell lies .•
4.. you come in, please?
5.. Hospi tals ~_~.~ remain open 24 hours a day 0

6.. you copy out this for me, please?
7 o \.]henwe wcr e younger , we always rise in the

morning and play football.
The students to miss classes as this8..

9 ..
affect their ~i~al grades .•
We advised him to stop drinking alcohol but he _
not do so .•

100

11. Aster
you like to visit the museam now?

soe her doctor now beforo her:
illness sets worse.

12e Tesfaye said that I -----
next day.
She

The general ordered
to another front ..
If only you
write it fastor.

20.. It is necessary what new equipment _ ~ __ be bought

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

see him in his office the

~ather divorce her husband than lose her job.
I wish you ~_~ stop smoking.
Amare suggested that we hold a meeting soon.
I wish he work hard to earn a living.
The teacher recoru2cnded that we
remedial course in English ..

have a---~

that his men _~~~ be redeployed

dictate the letter to me, I could

soon ••
21.. I have J_iked to see him, but I did not have

the time.
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.22. I don I t know why over.ybody _
financial position"

want to know about my

By now th8 students have finished the examinationo
He asked me if I ~~,_ come to his place for a drink ..
____ you rri.nd c;oi:ngwith me to Arat Kilo?
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Unit 3

Can

a) Expresses per~issiono It is an informal alternative
to maYe But it has a wider use in that it can be used
not only to GTant~ refuse, or ask for permission but
also with all persons to express the idea of having
permissiono

eog ..
You can par~c your car her e,
Asfaw can't leave till sixe
Can I attend the lecture?
We can attend the meetingo

Can I see you in your office?
You can't enter the exam hall nowo

Can I leave nou?

b) Expresses request
eog .•
Can I bor-row your car?
Can I use your telephone?
Can I have a beer?
Can I have a kilo of, oranges?
Can I have four eggs, please?

c) Expresses possibility" "You/one can" means it is possible
ieeo circUDlstances permit (present)
eogo You can dr-i.ve upto the hilltop.. (It is possible)

You Cffil'tbathe here because of the sharks"
You can ~o there by taxio

One can hire a car to move around easily in the city .•
One can bor-r-ow as many as ten books from the library •.

A future possiblity of this kind is expressed by using "it
will be po se.i.b le Ii or "peop.l a/we /you ..D 0 will be able •.•0 "
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'lrJhcm the new road is ready vle'll be able to get to
l'10tchaeasily .•
lwen the garage gets the new equipment, we will be
able to service our cars thereo

The peasants will be able to produce more when they
cet the fertilizerso
It wi Ll,be possible to attend evening classes when
electric lights are installed ••

d) Expresses ab.i.Li try

e.g .•I can drive a c ar-,
She can typeo

Asfaw can speak Arabic 0

The child can write his name ..
The woman can't answer the question .•
Ca2.1you jUJJ.1P over the wall?
Can you play draughts?

e) Expresses negative deductions

It CEl...,':}'t be an aeroplane .•
It C8-2.1'tbe the teachero

He Ca2.1't have done it by himself •• (Past)
He canlt have carried the table by himself .•

Could

a) Could can be used with a present meaning when there is
an idea of condition:

eGgo Could you run the business by yourself if the
rr.anagerresigned?

Could he get anothor job if he leftthis one?
I could get you a copy if you want one.
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b) Couldy~~: Cill~be used as an alternative to would you,
it is Q little r~re polite~
80 g.. Cou.Ldn't you come a little eaJ:,lier?

Could you mend a leak in my hot water 'tank?

c) Could (wac aIJlo): used for past ability .•
When I was young I could climb any tr-ce,
I could plo.y tennis when I was a student ••

d) Could ~cJ:'feg_t infinitive is used for past ability when:

i .. the action was not perform.ed:
He could have stopped the train
I could have lent you the moriey,

(but he didn't) .•
Why didn't you

aslc ue ?
He could have passed the exa~o
Asfo.YTcould have lent you the book;

.ii , '\roTe 00 not know whether it was performed or not .•
I/J}W could have taken the book?

e) Could perfect infinitive - Expresses negative deduction
about a past event ..

eogo He couldn't have done it by himself ..
It cou.Ldn't have been her husband .•
Teslaye couldn't have stolen the money ..

Exercises

Complete the following sentences by filling in 'can',
1 could' or 'vri Ll. be able to' in the blanks ..

1... You leave your book here if you want to go out now ..------
21t When the road is ready, we drive on it ..
3 •• I rend in a dark room .•-_ .•.......•....•

4. When tho college gets the new books, we use them .•
5.. You entcr the room, it is full of gases ..
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16..

17.
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19..
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22.
23 .•
24.•
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I have that shirt, please?
the seats a little earlier?you a::7ra:'1ge---~

__ I bOl'J:'oHyour books, please?
Lemma _~___ ,:mve passed the Chemistry test"
v.Tho have stolen the handbag? Saba

stolen it, she was here all the day.
Kebede finish the work till seven .•

have----

attend the mee t i.ng , because Vie are busy"
:r,o vri, th me up to Sodere .•

He oe tired, he has just started the work now..
The s trud errt s study hard when living conditions

improve.
It be 0. CO'l-T such a monstrous animal"

he buy 2. new car if he sold this one?
~~~ . buy a new house if they sell this oneo

___ ~_ neet his sister if he comes late.
They
He

you he Lp me with the work?----
When the col Lor;e sets the money, it complete
the project ..

We GO out now because it is raining ..
The father __. have desciplined the child"

you ~epair the car for me, please?
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Unit 4

Maya) May is used to express permission. It is chiefly used
when we grant, r-ef'us e or request permission. Except
with the first person it is normally used to expresss

the idea of havin?; permission:

e.g.. 1/we :,'l2.Y GO (1/we have permission to go).
1/we are allowed to go)

He/you/they may go. (1 allow -lhim/you/theo':'to gi») .•

Asfaw may attend the meeting.
The students may bring books to classe

You illay ask questions 0

The clri.Ldz-en may go ·tll». tb6 ~oo.
You i.clay bOl'row some books from the library 0

Past t.ens e form. of may: be allowed
1 may [';0 today: 1 was allowed to go yesterday 0

He may go today: 1 allowed him to go yesterday.
He VIas aLLowed to play with the team.
Almaz waG allowed to go to the party.
The students were allowed to attend the meeting.

b) May expresses polite requests

eog .. May I use your phone? (more polite than: Can

1 use your phone?
May 1 'bor-r-ow your book, please?
May 1 have a look at the pictmres?
May I bor-r-ow your pen, please?

c) M~ expresses possibility in the present or future;

i ..eo at 0:;' after the time of speaking.

He nay cone today/tomorrow (perhaps he will come)
Asraw may pass the examination.
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MY father may be admitted to hospital tomorrow.
Amai-e :··,aymarry hero
I m.ay -visit them next weeko

d) In questions to eJ~ress probability we use do you think?
or Is he }j}~ely'?_and not may ,

e.,go Do YOl'. thLJ2: it will rain?
Are i'TO likely to meet any snakes?
Do you think she knows we are here?
Is he likely to come to the meeting?

e) 'May + perfect infinitive' is used in speculations
about past actionso
eog. He nay have gone , (It is possible that he went)

She may have sold her car ..
AsfaVl ~.'a;yhave g::me to the meeting ••
As t c.; may have got an 'A' in Eng.l i.sh,
He nay have gone to the library e

He may have been killed in the shoot-out.

f) Ma~ can be used in conditional sentences to
indicate a possible resulto
eog. If he sees you, he may stopo

If you as}: him, he may help youo
If you come tomorrow, you may- get the booko
YOl.l. way c;et a ticket if you wait •.

Might

(a) Might exp~esses possiblity in the present or
future, ioe. at or after the time of speaking:
might :Jakes tlle possibli ty a little more remote
than ma;:r._
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( h ~e will come).•He ni:::-,htcome tomorrow per aps L

She ,~ight not know that you are here (perhaps she
doesn't know).•

Asf'aw D_i:)lt pass the exami.nat i.on,
Aste~ ~ight get the jobo

b) 'Might -:-perfect infinitive' is used in speculations about
past act i.oris ,

He i.'1iGhthave gone (It is possible that he went) .•
He :c.ur;Lthave sold the care
The murderer flight have been arrested .•
He ;_D-;:::,hthave seen the film .•

c) Might is used when the main verb is in the past .•

eog.. He said he might go that dayo
She sai.d she might come to the party .•

d) Might is used in conditional sentences:

eog.. If he so.u you, he might stop .•
If you poured hot water, it might crack",
If you had left it there, someone might have stolen ita
If \1e had taken the othez- road, we might have arrived
earlier",

Exercise

Use 'may' or ';70-iC"ht'in the blanks in the following
sentences:

1.. He said to us, "you come to the
I use your bicycle, please?

He seems to be very busy, but he
Tesfaye is not i:'l his houae , He
cinema.•

musical showoH
2 ..

4.
attend the meeting .•

__~__ have gone to the

5" She said that she
6. If she comes, she ~--

______ visit them the next Sunday..
help him solve the problemo
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70 If he saw you he be angry 0

8.. If we had known earlier, we have arrived there
on timeD

90 I see you in your office this afternoon.
100 Asfaw ~_ telephone us before we Leave,
11.. He not understand the dangero
12. I take r'-'_yannual leave?
13.. If she knew that you were here, she call the poLi.c e,
140 The lecturer I'TO.S mumuring, the students in the corner

not have heard him..
15.. He is very sick; he fall down, help him•.
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Ought
(a) nor-aI obligation or desirability like should,expresses - -

but it is Dore emphatic than should
e..g.. She ought to accept the offer.

He ouc;ht to help his wife •.
\Ie oUGht to respect the deano
\'Jeought to goo
They ought to read ..
You ought not to keep the room dirt yo
He oi."'.C;htnot to refuse ..
\-Jeought not to break the wi ndow,

Ougrrt vie to go?
Ought we to play?

(b) 'Ought to ~rfect infinitive' expresses non-fulfilment ..

eogo He ought to have been ashamed of himselfo

It ought to have been done long ago ..
She ought: to have attended classes .•
You ought to have helped your father .•

l'1ust

(a) is used for all persons in the present and future tenseso
It is followeQ by the infinitive without t2 and is used to
express obligation or very emphatic advice ..
eogo You must goo (I want you to go)

You :,",-ustgo.. (It is your duty to goo)
Yo 1.1. T1USt go.. (Go! imperative)
Hhe:n you are in Gondar you mus t visit the Castles

(emphatic advice)
You Dust tell the truth (advice -- father to son) ..

(b) must and ha"y~o/has to

- must expresses an obligation imposed by the speaker;
have to/~las to_ expresses an external obligation - external
authority or circumstanceso
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You must cLean your own boots.. (These are my orders)
You will have to clean your own boots when you join
the arny. (res~lation, external obligation)
We must support our aged parentsg (obligations is
internal)
We have to employ a new secretary as the old one
has resi(?;nedo

You must br-ush your teeth every mo'rrri.ng,

(c) Shall/will -:-have to for external obligations in the future .•
eogo Shall I have to obey the teachers when I go to school?

Will you have to read Socrates when you go to college?
obligations in the present
Has that man to carryall th8se parcels by himself?

(for 3rd person)
Does she have to do it by hand? (for 3rd person)
~fust I clean my teeth tonight?
Have I got to clean tham?
Hus t you go now or can you wa i,tali ttle longer"
T-~aveyou got to go now?
}~ve I got to come again?
Do I have to come at 3 pgm .•?

(d) Must not expresses negative obligation in the present or
future.

Like must it Lrrp.l i.es the speaker's au+hor-i. ty or very strong
adviceo

e.•go You ~n.1.stnot move I forbid you to move.
Don't move.

= I very strongly advise you not
to move ..
You are not to move"
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Visitors wust not feed these giraff~a (notice)
You nustn't Y:1issthat film.. (strong advice)

(e) Must ca~ exp~ess a deduction .•
e..go He is carrying a stethoscopeo He :must be a doctor.

She is driving a Rolls Royce.. She must ber rich.

Must + perfect infinitiveo Present deductions about past
actionso

e.g. Here are the prisoner's footprints. He must have
escaped this I'ray.
The paths are .auddy , It must have rained last night .•
All the students failed the exam. It must have been
difficult.

Need

(a) expresses absence of obligation in the present and
future.,
eogo You need not goo (It is not necessary for you to go )~

You ne ed not bring your book to classo

You need not go to school tomorrow if it is rainy.
she need not iron the shirto

cfo You don't have to goo
You mustn't goo

(b) Absence of obligationL Furure forms: needn't
"JOn't have to
won 't need to

e.go You ne edn t t bring drinks with you t omor-r-owj

we have; bought enough .•
The lessons are easy; you won't have to work hard ..

past forms

didn't have to
didn't need to

(the most usual form)
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hadntt (got) to

vJhGn I last cro'ssed the border, I didn It
need to show my paaspor-t ,
He didn't have to pay the telephone bill last
year, my brother was here then and he paid ito

(d ) needn't -;-perfect infinitive - expresses an unnececeary
action v.rhichwas nevertheless perforI'led:

eog.. I nee~~~t have written to him because he phoned me.
shortly afterwards •.

You nceiliL't have brought your LLnbrella for we are
goi~J_gby car e

He neeilil1t have left home so early; the train won't
be here for an hour ..

Exercise

Complete the f'o I.Lowi.ng sentences using must or need

1.. The girls ~ __. go home now..
2.. You _~~ tako a bath every morning ••
3.. \-Ie ~. to "I'7or1<:hard in order to pass the exam..
4.. Patients __ ~ __~ not drink alcohol ..
5.. You not pay for tea as it is served free on Sundays.•
60 The play is 'lG~'r",f interesting.. You not miss it ..
7.. He can I t wa.Lk pr-oper-Ly, He be drunk .•
8.. You __._.~_. obey your parents ..

Complete the f'o l Lowi.ng sentences by using the present, past or
future forms of ~'leeclo

1.• Whenyou go to college next year, you to work hard
as you will l<lajor in one subject.

2 .• I __telephone him in the morning because he came
shortly aft ervrar-ds for the meeting ..
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3. When I last -v-isitedItaly, I to show any documerrts,
He 'oouglrt some sugar as there was enough in the
houseo

50 Do I need to bring my calculating machine with me? No, you
___ ~,O

6. He ___ ~~ worry, everything will be all right 0

Complete the follo\:Jingsentences using must or have too

1.
2..

People ~_~~ help
The orgmLization
old one resignedo

We not tell

others when they are in troubleo
to employ a new secretary as the,---

lies.
[,0 hODe at mid-night •.
to close the shopo

4•. We
50 We

Dare

is used in tho pz-eaerrt and the past tense Ln interrogative and
negative sentences.. It is followed by the infinitive without
too
eogo He dare not return to the houseo

He dare not be cruel to kill his wife .•
They dar-e not confuse Abebe with the thief 0

She dare not disobey her mother .•
How dare you come h8r~?
How dare ;you in.sult your father?

Used

Is followed by the infinitive with to.. It is used to contrast
past and present, often with idea of habit or repetition implied,
eog •. When I was a cbild I used to help my mothero

When she vras young she used to dance wello

When they were in Gondar they used to go to churcho

They used to play together when they were childreno
They used to play together when they were in school •.
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Nowadays I am used to getting up ear-Ly,
Nowadays I am used to eating rice"

Exercise

Fill in 'dare', 'need' or 'used' in the blarllis.

1. There is no to go to the cinena , The film isn't
that much interesting.

28 He to play football when he was young.
3. She not ask for a rise, for fear of losing her job~
40 There to be a forest here long ago.
54 There is no ._~_~ __ to worry about the baby, I'll take care

of it ..
60 How you speak to the teacher like that?



Modals

APPENDIX C

Teaching ~~terial: Form-Function Approach

The modals express a variety of moods or attitudes
towards a possible state or action.

Unit 1

Modals:
Function:
Form:

Role:

Practice:

will, would
invitation/offering
Will + you + have
Would -I- you + like

A host and a guest, the host trying to treat
his guest.

Good evening, how are you?
Very-well, thank you8 How are you?
Fine, thanks. Will you come inside?

A:
B:
A:
B: Thank you •.
A:
B:
A:
B:

Please take a chairo Will you have a drink?
Yes, please .•
Here you are.
'I'hankyou,

Practice: A: Would you like a cup of tea?
B: Yes, please.
A; How many sugars?
B: Two please.
A: Here you are.
B: Thank you.

Exercise 1

Study the above dialogue by changing the role of a host
and a guest 0 Then ~vrite dialogues for the following using
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will or would to express invitation or offering. Remember to
play the dialogue bychanging roles.

1.. A wants to offer B a beer.
2. A wants to offer B a cup of coffee._
3. A wants to invite B for a film show.
4. A wants to invite B to dinner.
5. A wants to invite B to lunch.

Functions:
Form:

Role:

Practice:

Exercise 2

Invitation/Offering
Hould + you+ have
vJould -:-you + like
A guest and a host
'A' playing the role of a host and 'B'

playing the role of a guest.
A: Would you have a cup of coffee?

or would you like a cup of coffee?
B: No, thank you. I've just had one.
A: I'm at about 'tella'.. It is nice; would you

like to try it?
B: Yes, I'd love to.

Practise the above dialogue by changing the roles of
'A' and 'B'. Then vITite the possible dialogues for the
following situations using the forms 'would + you + have',
'would + you -}-like I • Play the dialogues in class with

your friend by changing roles.

1. 'A' offers 'B' a glass of whisky.
2. 'A' offers 'B' a glass of milk.
3. 'A' invites 'B' for a film show.
4. 'A' invites IB' to a dinnero

5. 'A' invites 'Bl to a lunch.
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Exercise 3

Write five dialogues using the form 'would + you + have'
and 'would + you + like I in situations where they could be

app~opriataly used to express invitations or offerings. Play
the dialogue in class with your friend by changing ruleso

Function:
Form:

Requests
lIould + you; or will + you + simple form
(more authoritative)
A department head and his secretary
A plays the role of a department head,
B plays the role of a secretary.
A "Tillyou type this, please?
B Ok.' Is it very urgent?
A Yes, it's.
B How many' copies are needed?
A Five copies.
B Let me have the script.
A Here it is. Thank you.

Role:

/,/

Practice:

Exercise 4

Write dialogues for the following situations using
'will + you' to express requests.

1. 'A' gives a letter to 'B' to be given to 'e' •
2.• 'A' gives 'B' a handwritten report to be typed .•
3. 'A' gives 'B' some markers to be given to the instructors.
4.. 'A' gives 'B' some penciles to be given to the instructors.

Exercise 5

Write five dialogues where you can use 'will + you'
appropriately to express requests. Play the dialogues in class
by changing the .roLes of a manager and a secretary.
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Practice:

Requests
Would + you + simple form (less authoritative)
An instructor in a department and a secreta~
of the department ..
'A' teaches English
'B' is the secretary of the department of English
'A' \vould you please type these notes?
'B' Ok, I'll type them in the afternoon,

provided the head doesn't ask me to type
urgent matters ..

'A' But this is urgent tooo I have a class
+onor-row ••

'B' I k~~ow, it's a matter of priority.

Function:
Form:
Role:

Exercise 6

Practise the above dialogueby chau8i~g roles with your
friend; and write dialogues for the following situations using
the form 'would + you'"

1. 'A' asks 'B' to give him a book.
2.. 'A' asks IB' to give him a pen and a pencil ••
3.. 'A' asks 'B' to type him a letter of application to be

given to the head •.
4. 'A' asks 'B' to type him some lecture notes for his

students ..

Exercise 7

Write five dialogues using the form 'would + you' to
express unauthoritative requests.R6m&Db~rto play the dialogues
with your. triaod by chanGing roles ..
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Practice:

Commands
'will' -I- simple form

An officer and non-commissioned officer.
'A' plays the role of a captain and 'E' the

role of a corporalo
'E' ShoullliL'tI go home, sir?
'A' You will stay here till you are relieved.

Function:
Form:
Role:

Exercise 8

Play the above dialogue by changing roles and subsequently
write suitable dialogues for the following situations using the
form 'will' in t4e affirmativeo

10 The Dean of the faculty tells the staff members, to
remain in their offices till the president finishes
his visito

20 The manager of the printing press tells his workers
to work for ten hours a dayo

30 The 'Kebele' chairman tells the people on duty to
patrol the area till midnighte

Homework

Write six dialogues using 'will' in the affrrmative to
express commando Play the dialogues in class by changing roles.
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Shall/Should

Function:
Form:
Role:

Practice:

Exercise 1

•. 80-

Request for orders
Shall + I/We + simple form
Mother ffiLd daughter; the daughter requesting for
instructio:as0

A: How shall I make the tea, mum.?
B: Fill the kettle with watero Put the kettle on the

stoveo Boil the watero Put some tea into the
kettle .•

A: Shall I use a big kettle or a smaller one?
U tl 11 There are only a few kids,B: se 1e sma er oneo

as you can seeo

A: Thank ;you, mum.

Study the above dialogue by changing the roles of the mother and
the daughtero Then write dialogues for the following using shall
to express request for ordero

10 A doesn't
20 A doesn't
30 A doesn't
40 A doesn't
5. A doesn't

Function:
Form:
Role:

Practice:

know Where to put the books ..
know what to do next ,
know hmol to write the exercises .•
know uhen to mail the lettersoknow What to bring to classo

Requestin~ for advice
Shall + 1/1'le+ simple form
Two friends at a shopo On f the 0 em wants to buy

A HOI'! do you like those caps,
B Tiley aTe wonderful 0

A 1,-lhich one shall I buy?
B You better buy the green

oneo It is smartero
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A But it is expensive~ Shall I offe~ him 10 birr?
B Good" I think it is a good bar-gaxn ,

Exercise 2

Study the above dialoc;u.e,by changing the roles of A and B
and then write dialogues for the following using .s.1~~11to
express request for adviceo

1. A can't decide wh.i.ch to take: a taxi or a bus"
A
A

If If where to go: to the stadium or the cinemaQ

what to do: to read a book or to watch
2 .•
30 If If

If If

a film show ..
what to have for lunch: spaghetti or
I Doro \{atI ,.,

what; to buy: a pa.ir- of sho':,'sor a
pair of trousers~

If If

Function:
Form:
Role:
Practice:

Request for offer~
Shall + IjVle + simple form
Tvm people at the ai.r-por-t ,
A Can+you show me the l.J'J8TCSt hotel?
B Yes, it is not farn

Shall I ring them up for reservati.on?
A No, let' R go there -:;ogcther~ p Leas e,
B Shall I help you carry the luggage, ~hen?
A No, thank you" It' s not heavy ,

Exercise 3

Study the above dialogue by changing the roles of A an~ nand
then write dialogues for the following using .~ha:l to e:~r8s8
request for off ere

1. A is willing to help B pack his things.
2. A wants to give B t~e orange~
30 A is willing to wait for B till he finishes hjs work ..
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A is willL~g to go with B to the hospital.
A is willing to clean the room for B.

Function:
Form:
Role:
Practice:

Requost for suggestion
Shall + I,l\rJe+ simple form
T..,vocolleagues chat.t.Lng ,
A I:lhatare you doing next Sunday?
B I don't have anything in mind!
A Shall we visit the museum?
B That's a good idea. Shall we take the children

with us?
A Of course, why not ..

Exercise 4

Study the above dialogue by changing the roles of A and B
and then write dialo6Ues for the following.

1•. A suggests goi.ng to the cinema to Bo
2.. A " visiting the zoo to Bo
3.• A " going to Sodere to Bo
4. A " staying at home on Sunday to Bo
50 A " having lunch at 1 Po 11,. to B..

Function:
Form:
Role:
Practice:

expressing a speaker's intention
NOLLnjPronoun + Shall + simple form
two colleaf,Ues analysing the enemy's positiono
A Do you think the enemy will strike soon?
B It doesn't matter.. We're prepared for any attackn
A But the enemy is heavily armedo

B Never mind, we shall fight him to the endo

Exercise 5

Now, write dialogues for the followingo

1. A says to B that the team is strong ..
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20 A tells B that cLi.nb i.ng the Semein Mountains is
dangerous"

3. A tells B that C is a very strong boy to fight wi.t.h ,

Homework

Write five dialogues wher-e you can use shall + I/Vle to
express requests for advice, order, and suggestiono

Function:
Form:
Role:
Practice:

expressing advice
NOLUl/Pronoun + Should + simple form
'I1'TO friends talking about examination ••
A I f2iled the examinations
B Did you prepare for it?
A \'Jell;not much really 0

BUell, in future you should work hard.
You should discuss the lessons with your friends ..
You shouldn't neglect your study"

Exercise 6

Now , write dialogues for t.he following"

10 A tells
20 A tells
3" A tells
4..A tells

B that ho has caught a bad cold"
B that he has lost his watch .•
B that he has a headache ..
B that he had a car accident ..

Function:
Form:
Role:
Practice:

expressing an indirect speecho
Sould +- SiI2ple form ..
Two students chattingo

A Did,you see the teacher in his office?
B Yes, I saw him yesterdayo
A \Vb,atdid he say to you?
B He said that I should study hardo HG also told

me that I should not miss classes.. He advised me
t~nt I should not smoke ..
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Exercise 7

Study the above dialogue RIld then write dialogues for the
following by changing roles ••

1u A asks B what the father said"
2. A asks B what thG dean said ..
30 A asks B what t110 child said.
40 A asks B what the girl saido
50 A asks B what the tourist said ..

Function:
Form:
Role:
Practice:

expressing a past unfulfilled duty.
Noun/Prono1L~ + Should + Perfect infinitive •.
A teacher and a student talking about his homework.
A Did you vJrite the exercise at home yesterday?
B No, I didn't.. I'm writing it now. Sorry, my

father was sick yesterday, and I had to take
hi~to hospital.

A But, you should have done it this morring.. rou
should have come prepared to class.

Exercise 8

Study the above dialogue DY changing the roles of A and B
and then write dialogues for the following.

1. A failed to clean the room yesterday.
20 A failed to post the letter yesterday.
3. A forgot to buy coffee yesterdayo
4,. failed to visit his uncle last weeko

5.. A failed to report the theft to the 'Kebele' last night.

Function:
Form:

expressing suggestion/demand/command/advice/etco
Suggest/recommend/demand/arrange/order/etco
+ that ••• should
A and B are talking about CIS opinion of something.Role:
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Practice: A: \;,1hat·did your wife say about the car?
B: Well, she suggested that we should sell it ..
A: \fuat did the Medical Board decide?
B: They recommended that I should go abroad for

further treatment.

Practice:

Practice: A: \!n1atdid the police say about the traffic
regulations?

B: They demanded that we should drive carefully.

Exercise 9

Study the above dialogue by changing roles of A and B and then
write dialogues for the followingo

10 A asks B what decision has the school director taken
regarding C's rrisconduct .•

2. A asks B what the mechanic advised them to do vTi th their
caro

3. A asks B what the father agreed too
4..A asks B what the boss ordered them to do.
5.. A asks B what the n~~ager proposed.

Homework

Write six dialogues using should expresslng unfulfilled duty,
suggestion, recommendation, order, and agreement.
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Unit 3

Function: duty, to Lnd i cat e a correct or sensible
action illldadviceo
Should + siuple form.
A teacher ~~d a student
'A! plays the role of a teacher ••
'B' plays the role of a student ••
'B' t ~ t advice from 'A'vJan s 00 ge some

about his studies and goes to 'A's officeo

Form:
Role:

Practice: 'B' Good afternoon, siro
'AI Good afternoon.
,B I r"'Iav"I come in?<.J

'A I Yes, what; can I help you?
'B' If you don't mind, would you please give me some

advice as to wha t I should do to pass the
examinationo

'A' Hell, you should attend classes regularly.
You _~l..oyldn't"miss any class. You should
submit your homeworks regularly to the instructor.
You should pay attention to every activity in the
classo And if there are points which are not
clear to you, you should ask your instructor for
help during office hourso vmen you are given a
chance to ask questions in the classroom, you
should raise your questions politely.

'B' Bu~ the problem is, I'm usually shy to ask
questions in class as well as to see my
instl~lctors in their offices.

fA' You §houldn't be. You should know that we are
here to help you not only in the classroom but
also outside the classroom.
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Helping·our students is our major concern.
I thiru~, you should understand this. You should
a.Lso know that your success is our success tioo ,
But, donit forget that you should always be
polite to your teachers.

B: L~ the future, I should follow what you have
told ne ,
I'm very grateful to you for all the adviceo

'I'hank you, very much ,
A: If you have anything to ask, you can see me

during -iW office hour-s , I'll try my best to
help you. But, you shouldn't be afraid to ask
your teachers for help anymore.

B: Thank you, siro

Exercise 1

Practise the above dialogue by changing roles. Then, write
dialogues for the followin~ situations using should + verb .00

10 'A' is a student.. One day he fell ill and went to see
a doctor. The doctor observed that 'A' had vitamin
deficiency and advised him to eat more fruit.

2. 'A' is a student. One day he borrowed some money from hisfriend 'B' who is also a student. 7:A' failed to pay his,
debt. 'B' tells 'A' that it is his duty to pay the money thathe had borrowed f'r-om himo

Exercise 2

Wri te two dialogues to ShOl'1, 'duty',
action' using the fo~~ should + verb

o

'advice' , or 'sensible
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Function:
Form:
Role:

Per,D..ssion
May·;· si.iap Le form
'AI plays the role
role Cl:~ a student.
c1238, after being

of a teacher and IB' plays the
'B' wants to be admitted into

late for five minutes.
the

Practice: B: l',"J:0useme sir, maz I come in?
A: 3ut, \"1~13'" are you late? Can you tell me the reason?
B: Since ny homs is far away f!:'omthe college, I

usua'l Iy come by taxi. But today, I couldn't
get one.

A: Oh, ·il that is the case, you may come in.
But, in the future, you won't be excused if you
COLe late.

B: ThnrY.: you very much, sir. I hope, I won't be
late he:ceafter.

Exercise 3

Practise the above di.a Lcguo by changa.ng roles.
Then, write two dialocues for the following situations using
may •.

1", 'B I is a student and he wants to get pertrission from I A' ,
who is the d.ean of students? to be served with special
food in the cafetoria" 'B' produces a medical certificate
for his claim."

2. 'BI is a student mId he wants to get a pass-paper from the
office of the Dean of stlldents because 'B' wants tOI Bee bis
f'anri.Ly , 'A l? tho Dean of students, asks 'B J vlhy he wants
to go home.. After IBI explains his reasons, 'A' gives 'B'
the pass-paper •.

Exercise 4----.;~~
Wri te two d.ia'l.ogues usi.ngrY·ayIm:i,.ght;canl could to express
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., nd nos ....]''''1'1.i.'!--T Play the d.i. a'Lorrues in class.perIIllSS10n a .t'" OJ _"-' _ u, • I':::~

Function:
Form:
Role:

Practice:

Exercise 5

Speculatio'J.s about past actions
I"Iay/migJ".t+ perfect infini tive
11\010 f:;::'ie:ildstalking about their tr-i.end , whom they
haven't seen for a week.
A: I haven't seen Bekele for the last five days.

B: I, too •.
A: I'm not sure but I think he had the intention of

go~ng to.Harar to see his parents.
B: Oh , then, he plight have gone. That could have

been tho reason why he asked me to lend him SOTIe
Doney. 'men he asked me for the money, I thought,
he was no t serious about it.

A: But do you
k'ld '.p you1.1.
never have~~~~

know that people say Bekele is a cheat.
had lent him the money, you might
got it back. His father is a poor

man; he cru~lt afford to give him a single cent.
Hi.s :':'lothel'is a poor woman too; she can't
even support herselfo

Practise the above dialoGue and write a similar dialogue in a
situation that you can easily imagineo Play it in the classroomo

Function:

Form:
Role:

Possibility~ Might makes the possibility a little
more remote than mayo
I'1ay/might -J. V-present
'A' is 'B's girl-friendo 'CIS 'A's sister and

wants to go to Sidist Killo to attend the eight
o "cl.ock class •.
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Practice: c: I roally doubt if I can reach on time to attend
tho class"

A: vD.'lydon't you phone 'B'.. Don.'t you know that
he also attends the same class with you?
You· better try; he may give you a lift~
But, tell him your problem sincerely otherwise,
he l-_'.ightmisunderstand you.

c: You'~e righto I think, he is a nice persono

Let me ring him upo

Exercise 6

Practise the above dialogue and write a dialogue using
'may/might' for tho following situationo

'A' is a student who got a~ IF' in the EOgliab final
ezanination, and he didn't want to repeat the
courso •.
His friend IB' advises him. to request the
Lls-Crtlctor to change the 'F I into a 'D' 0

Exercise 7

Write a dialogue using 'u8.;y/might'indicating poas.i.td.Li.ty,

Function:
Form:

Role:

Possibility
Could/I2ay/might + be 0 •• "

'Ivro friends talking about their instructor, who
failed to come to clRss"

Practice: A: I HO!'ld8J~' where our English teacher is today.
B: Well, he may/might/could be in the library because

I usua l.Ly see him reading books there. He seems
to enjoy reading and perhaps that makes him
forgetful of his other duties.
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Exercise 8

Practise the above dialosue and write a dialogue using
'could/may/might' in a similar wayo

Function:
Form:
Role:

Negative deduction
Can't/couldn't + be GOO

Ttoro friends 'A' and 'B' talking about their friend,
'C' .•

Practice: A: He is still reading 'Theodros'e
He He can '.t/ couldn't be still reading it, because

I 8ave it to him ages ago and it is quite a
simple Mort bookG

A: Perhaps, he can/could be a very slow readerG

Exercise 9

Practise the above dialogue, and write a dialogue
using can't/couldn't for the following situation.

'B' is a child and 'A' is a mothero 'B' asks his mother
for some bread telling her that he is hungry. She tells him
that he couldn't be h~Dgry because he had plenty of eggs,
bread, butter and milk for lunch, an hour ago.

Exercise 10

Wri te a dialogue using cal1.'t/couldn't to show negative
deduction as indicated in the above practice.

Function:
Form:
Role:

ability
Can/could -:-verb .••.•
'A' and 'B' are friendso They are talking about

the days when they were young e
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Practice: A: \Jhen I was young, I could kill a lion and climb
up any tall tree in the forest 0 What good old days

B: I tooe I could shoot a tiger and jump as high as
~ ape onto a tree when I wanted to hide myselfo
I could also run as fast as an elephant when I was
in a dangerous situation.

A: It really disturbs me when I remember my youth
days" '
irrrYVJa-y, let us forget the past and think what
itle can do now 0

B: ide should not forget the past, .because the
prese~t depends on the past and the future on the
present~ I feel we can write a book on our past
experiences and pass it over to the next generation

A: That sOLL~ds a good ideao But, do you think we can
have the patience and time to write it?

B: V1hy not! vIe can do it. It's a matter of
deterrunationo As to the money for publication,
life can ask one of the publishing houses to publish
it for us on a loan basiso

A: If VIe had thought about it earlier, Tameru could
have lent us the money; but unfortunately, he died
a Vleek ago .•

B: Don't vvorry about the money, we can get help from
book,publishing organisationso

A: Hell, it seems this is the only thing we can do nowo

Exercise 11

Practise the above dialogue, and write one dialogue to show
'ability' using 'can/could' along the other modals as already
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" th b d" 1 And nlay the dialogue in classshown 1n e a ove 1a oglleso ~

by chan:~ng roleso

Function:
Form:
Role':

Request
Can/could + V-present
B at a shop; A is a shop assistant.. B wants
to buy SOY:lepolish •.

Practice: A: Good morning.. Can I help you?
B: Good ~orninga Can I have some polish, please?
A: CertainlYa Floor polish or shoe polish?
A: Here you areo

B; Thank you •.

Exercise 12

Function:
Form:
Role:
Practice:

Permission
Could -l- sirnp'l e form
A secretary, A~ and an instructor, B, in an offi~~
A.. ])0 you have the latest edition of Webster's

Dictionary?
Bo 011, yes .•
AD Could'I have a look at it, please?
B.• "o-~ry I don't have it here; it is in my house .•.).~ ,
~ Could you bring it for tomorrow?·.Lo me
B. Certainly"
A. Thalllcs.

~ercise 13

Write dialogues for the following"
1•. A wants to use B's telephone
20 A wants to have a look at B's new book"
3.• A wants to use Bis car ••
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Unit 4

Function:
Fo rm : .
Role:

Ex:pressillClIloralobligation or desirability
Ought -I- to + simple form
A son and a father
'A' Plays the role of a father
'B' Plays the role of a son
'B' Fails to study his lessons seriously and
'AI Tells him to be serious about the work.

Practice: 'AI Abebe, I don't see you reading books or doing
your homework these days. I always seB you
either listening to some music or watching
films~' You've been one of the top students
so far, but now I'm afraid you're going to
face problems. Of course, I don't mean that
you should study all day, but you ought to
have time for your studies as well. As a
fourth year college student you ought not to
neglect your studies completely. You know that
you are expected to do a lot of work this yearo

B: You're right dad, but this year I don't
f'ee I Hello I've no appetite and T'm getting
weaker- and weaker every time. When I read
books I don't even grasp a single idea.
Sometimes I read the same sentence over and over
UJ1COJ::lSCiously0

'A' Hell, what do you think the cause might be?
IE' I;s not sure, but it may be the effect of too

rruch sraoki.ng , Last year I was smoking one
packet a day but this year I'm smoking two
packets a dayo

'A' You ought to stop smokingo I assume a college
student is mature enough to under-s+and the risk
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of too nuch smok i.ng , How can you fail to
understand this? I really don't understand why
people spend so much money on cigarettes and
turn themselves into a chimney. Your problem
doesn't seem to need a specialist, but your
deterninationo

'B' I've tried to stop smoking several times,
but I coul~~'t make it. I know smoking is
ha:L'mfulas well as a waste of money. But still
I find it difficult to stop.

'A' Well, if you really tried to give up smoking
in earnest, you shouldn't find it too difficult.
You can 't expect to stop it at once, but you can
cut it down by so many a day 0 I"Iy belief is you
can't af'f'o rd to destroy yourself and it is high
time trBt you concentrate on your work.

Exercise 1

Practise the above dialoGue by changing roles in th8 classroom.
Then, write dialogues foT' the following situations using
ought + to + infini til.reto express obligation or desirability.

1. 'A' is a husband who spends his money on alcohol
'B' is his wife who warrts him to be responsible.

2. 'A' is the dean of a college and 'B' is a lecturer who usually
fails to carryon his duties carefully. 'A' warns 'B'
to be responsibleo

3. 'B' is a patient who doesn't take his medicine regularly
and as a result conplains that his health is deteriorating.

'A' is his doctor i'lhotells 'B' to take his medicine regularlyo
Function: Non-fulfilment
From: Ought + to + perfect infinitive
Role: 'A' plays the role of a customer. 'B' plays the

role of a shop-assistant. 'A' has forgotten her
hro1dbag at the shopo
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Practice: A: Good afternoono

B: Good afternoon. What can I help you?
A: I In SOI'I':'l, it I S a very embarrasing thing .•

Ycrsterday morning I was here for shopping and
I forgot ny handbag on the counter when I paid the
cashier moneyo Would you mind asking her for me if
she has come across the handbag?

B: The courrte.r is usually crowded 1-vith people and
it is very difficult for the eashier to notice
things carefully.. By the wa:y, was there anything
inside?

A: Yes, there were very important personal documents
ffildthree hundred dollarso

B: Th8.t is very bad news. You oUKht to
have held it in your hand.

A: You Ire righto I ought to have been more careful.
B: i-"hatcolour is it? And size?',
B: Br-own and mcd i.um,
B: "\laitfor me a moment.. I'll ask the cashier.

Good news , Your handbag is found madame.
The cashier kept it in one of the drawers yesterdayo

A: Tha..YLkyou very, very much.
Goodtye .•

Exercise 2

Study the above dialo~~e carefully by changing roles in the
classroom, and then, write two dialogues using ought to + perfect
infinitive to express non-fulfilment .•
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Practice:

expressing speaker's authority
must -1- s i.np l.e f'o rm
mot.he r and daught er , 'A' plays the role of a
dau~hter and 'B' plays the role of a mother$
A: lIaa , I don't want to go to school today 0

I feel tired and I want to take resto

Function:
Form:
Role:

B: Listen love, it is wrong to be absent from school$
If you don't go to school, you'll be punished or
disflisssd from school ..

A: No naD, I'd like to stay at home and watch TV .•
B: You shouldn't say that love, you must go now to

school •.
A: But I haven~t done my homework .•

The teacher will be angry with me .•
B: You needn't worry about that because I'll go with

you ~Dd tell the teacher that you'll hand in your
homewor-k on Fr-i.day , We mustn't waste time,let us
go now.,

Exercise 3

Practise the above dialogue and write appropriate dialogues
using must + simple f'o rr: to express a speaker's authority in
the following situations .•

10 'A' is a father and 'B' is a sono
'A' Wants 'B' to study hard so that he may get his B ..Ao

degreeo

'B' on the other hand tells 'A' that the examination
papers are not fairly corrected at the collegeo

'A' rejects this idea.
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2.. 'A' is the dean of students and 'B' is a student.
'B' is accused of misconduct at the cafeteria fu~d
'A' tells 'B' to behave well.

Exercise 4

Wrtite three dialogues using must + simple form to indicate
the speaker's authoritys

Function:
Form:
Role:

expressing deduction
must + be

Practice:

Two friends,· 'A' and 'B'. One of them has been
to Dire Dawa; the other hann't been.
A: I wonde r why most of the people who come from

Dire Dawa always wear sh±rts, shorts and sandals ..
It's odd to wear such items in Addis Ababa.

B: Haven1t you been to Dire Dawa?
A: No.. I've visisted many places in Ethiopia, but

I've never been to Dire Dawa so far.. Of course,
I'D thil~cing of going there in the near future.
How about you? Have you been there?

B: Yes.. I lieved there for four yearsG

I viaS teaching chemistry at· one of the high schools
in Di~e Dawa.. Besides this, I always go there at
the end of each academic year.

A: Then you must know the tOWIl very well .•
H01"l is the weather like there?

B: Itts very hoto The temperature sometimes rises
up to 39°C.. You can hardly walk in the streets at
midday. You have to either sleep or sit in a
pleasant shade.

A: Oh, then, it must be a terrible place to live in ..
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B: No, In fact, it is a nice place to live in.
The people are very friendly and easy-going.
'rhe cost of living is not that Elusch
experis.i. VOo Even the weather is not too harsh.
Y9u 9fu~ easily get used to it.

A: \JOll, if this is the case, I must visit Dire
Dawa ••.

Exercise 5

Study the above dialogue by changing roles in the classroom ••.
~en write three dialogues using must + be express deduction.
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Unit 5

Function:
Form:
Role:

e)~ressing actions done unnecessarily
nee<Ln't + have + past participle.
'A' is a father and 'B' is a son. 'B' WFites a

letter to 'A' asking for money and 'A' phones
to IB' just before 'B's letter has arrived. The
contents of the letter make the telephone call a
was t e •• IC' is a wardeno

Practice: A: vLcuse me madame, I'm looking for Bo I think this
is Lunch time and B must be in the dormitory.

C: I would think 80& In fact, at lunch time he is
al.ways in his room either writing or taking a nap ,
Oh! \1l1ata coincidence; he's coming ••

B: Hello dad, how are you? How nice to see you
here.. I've just sent you a letter, probably
before half an hour. We are told by the college
to buy books urgently at our own expenses and I
don It have enough money for that , v.Jouldyou mind
sending me the money as soon as possible, dad?

A: How such do you need for that?
B: One hu:~dred dollars.
A: \-Jell,in this case, you needn't have written the

letter as I have more than enough at hand.
B: You're always kind, dado
A: Don't worry about money, but you must work very hard.

Goodbye .•
B: Goodbye dad •.

Exercise 1

Write dialogues usin5 need~1lt + present infinitive!Qast
participles for the following situations.
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, . 1 dB· w· fc A has bought three kilos1. A is a ~'1l.::.3 \~t.:\( [,:., 1.S a 1. •

of banana but B has already bought some bananas 0

2~ A has walked upstairs on foot to the tcnth floor, his
friend B tells him that he could have used the lift ..

3~ A is a dauGhter and has bought a book on house management
but her mother, B, has already bought the same book.

Ex:ercise 2

Write three dialogues usinb needn't + present + }nfinitive/past
participle ..

Function: expresses interrogative and negative
sentences in the present and the past ..

Form: dare + not + simple form; how + dare + subj. + simple
form"

Role: A is a major and B is a captain in the arny~

Practice: A: After the fierece battle at Ogaden in 1978, the
So:':alisdare not corss our border even for a single
day or night.. We have given them a hard lesson
wh.i.ch they can't forget for ever .•

B: You're right.. If we look back into past records,
tlle So~alis had crossed our border several times.
They killed our people cruelly. They robbed off
ou~ cattle and ran away unpunished.. But at last
they cot it.

A: v/ell, you should r-emember- one Lh i.ng , There is
no snaIl enemy as euoh. The Somalis can come back
at ill1ytime and attack us unless we keep an eye on
theB.. As a matter of fact there is an evidence that
the SOBalis are trying to croos our borders un-
noticed these dayso
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B: How d~£~ they cross our borders?
\rIe 21USt give them a deadly blow 0

Exercise 3

Write three dialogues usi~g dare + not + simple form to express
negative and interrogative sentences .•

Function: expressing habit or repetition

Form: used -I- to + simple form
v-to be/get/become + used to + noun

Role: A and B are two friends.. They narrate their past
experiences ••

Practice: A: I ClliL'trecall exactly what my childhood
experiences were like.. But one thing I can
re1J181::J.beris when I was a child, I used to play
viith Almaz and Bekele in the school compound .•

B: ~ childhood experiences are different from yours .•
IrJhenI was ten years old, I used to ride horses and
paint drawingso ~~ father used to encourage
me whenever- I participated in horse riding and
paintingso But, now, I'm used to swimming onlyo

Exercise 4

Study the above dialogue carefully.. Then wr.i te two dialogues
using used + to + infinitive or used + to + N to express habit or
repetition .•



.b.PPENDIX D
TEST

Name Instructor _
Time: ~fi hrs. Sec •.

PART I: l'1UI.lI'IPLE CH~I.Q~ Q.UESTIONS

DIRECTION: Complete each of the following questions with the
best altern8.tiveo Write the letter of your choice
in the space provided on the left~ (25 marks)

1~ The dress looks well, but it really
wear we L'l on you?

a" ,vill c., shall
b .. would do should
e,. a"and b

2.. Almaz is looking for a new jobo

Oh! \fuat kind of work she do?
a , may c. can
b , will d.. need
eo ought:

3..We not let the enemy cross the border~--.----
a" will c•. should
bo would do shall
eo all of the above

_____ 40 You ~ ~_ look well if you co~b your hair
differently.
a , would
bo \vill
eo all of the above

c. shall
d. should

5n I thought you didn't like Abebe.
I ~~~ but I don't nowe

c" used to
d. ought to e" mustbo can't
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60 This looks like a nice dress •• I don't know
if you .~~~ like to buy it or not.

a. m.ay co would
bo will d. might
e.. c and d

7,. He be in bed since he never gets
up before this time.
ao can 't Co must
bo vvill d. ought
eo all of the above

80 Since you have finished your homework, you
go now to the cinema if you want.

ao shall
bo must

c. should
d. may e. c and d

90 He knocked on the door and asked if there was
anything he do for them.
ao could c. can
bo would d. will
e. all of the above

10.. The secretar;y had skipped her lunch hour for
the fear that the dean call
while she was out 0

a, cou.Ld
'b , can

Co might
d. may e. band d

110 This type of fruit be grown in-----
Ethiopia because the climate is suitable.
a. shall
bo will

c.. should
d. can e. c and d

12.. The children be well fed in order to------ --------
protect them. from malnutritiono
a.o shall
bo would

Co should
do will ec c and d
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13. I don't understand why such a luxurious hotel----- be in this remote area.

a. Llie;ht
bo ought to

eo all of the above

c. shall
d. dare

140 You ~~ __ ._~ have brought your books for
we are not going to have classes todayo
a. needn't
bo mustn't
eo a and c

c. shouldn't
do wouldn't

15. He was ill such a temper that I--------- ~-------------ask questioEs.
a. must not
b. should not
eo shall not

16. Abebe said, ,:

a .• Might
b. May

eo b, c andd
17. We be

countries for the
a. should
b. would

c.. need not
d. dare not

I use your car?"
Co Could
d. Can

grateful to the donor
help they have given uSo

Co shall
do ''fill eo can

18. If he sees you tomorrow, I am sure he-----
_~_. ~ at op ,

a. may c. would
do :night eo shallb. will

_____ 19. He ._~ __. ~~_ surely have more friends if he
spoke differently.
a. would Co '''ill
bo might d. may e. a and c

20. Almaz can S})eak English, but Saba •
ao wonIt c" can't
b. woulcLn't de couldn't e.•b and d
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1tk bo free and unknown thore •
•..---~---- ...

a , sllould
b. 1'1il1
e.• b ,c and. d

c. shall
do would --

22. If he It/antsto catch the bus, he----- get np earlier.
Co shall
d.. need to

eo a and d

a. Vf011ld

b. dare

How you speak to me like that?-------~
Co will
do shall eoc and d

23.-----

240 There-----
be a house here before the.~~-~-

war .•
a. must
b. need to

c.. can
d. used to

e. a, I) and c

25. Can you go to the party tonight?----- No, I C~~lte I study my lessons.
ao must Co can
"b. ought to do need e. a and b

PART II: SENTENCE COr{l?LETIOl'J

DIRECTION: Complete oach of the following sentences by using
a modal al1d one or two other words. A list of modals
is given be Low, \rlriteyour answer in the space g.i.ven ,
(25 marks).
will should may ought to
would can might used to
shall could must need
dare

260 He stood up and looked around for the sound, but
nothingo
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27.. The test
some and too easy for otherso

difficult for

28& The doctor's prediction ~ _
true"

29. He _~~~ ~~
he was at colleGe but now he is lazy.

hard when

300 He asked if I
him to the wedding ..

with~~----------------------~~--~-----
31. The teacher

meeting if he is ousYo
to the

32. Almaz
dr eas , No one is wi.Ll.Lng to help hero

330 My father was seventy years old five years back.. By now
he _ seventy five
years old"

her own--~----------------------------

34.. He hoped his son
the examination.

350, Take a chair, _~_._~ __~ ~~ ?

36.. You tomorrow------~-~----~~----------~~~--
if you are tired 1101;.[0

37 e She said, "
like to have~ some mnre tea?"

380 The woman said euphatically, "How ----------~-------------______ ~ come to my house at this time of the night!"
39.. I am studying Fr-ench so that I

Eet a job in that hotelo

400 The students --~~~---- --------~~------
because the examination has been postponed.

41" He advised us t.ha t vie

____________the tickets at least a we~k in advance"
42" If you have enough moriey , you --------------,--------your poor parents.
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430 I am sorry to h8ar that you _
I'Tith us for ten days e------~

44.. If you go to Yi.r-ga Lem you
the hot springs there .•

450 He asked if he
a dictionary in the examinationo

46. Saba------ bananas----------------------~-----when she was YO-Wlg but now she doesn'to
47.. If you want to score an 'A' in this test you _

the directions carefully •.
.--------

480 "We -----~.-~----~---~----------~~-~corruption
in all its forms! It they shouted in unison .•
What if you
saw someone picking the pockets of a passanger on a bus?
"You these------.--.---~-
bananas; we have enough bananas for our guests in the
refrigerator, Ii she said to her husband •.

PART III: COI1PLETIOITOF DIALOGUES

DIRECTION: Complete th8 following dialogues using appropriate
modal verbs along with other necessary wordso Write
your answer-s in the space given .• (20 marks)

Examples:

A.. Shop assistant (1) you?
Customer: Yes, I'm looking for a shirt. I need

size fifteen ..
Shop assistant: Local made or foreign made?
Customer: Foreign made, pleaseo

Shop assistant: Here's size fifteen.. These are the latest
f'aah.i on , We received t.hom just two days
backo
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it on.Customer: 011, _ (2)
How much is it?

Shop assistant: Thirty birr only ..
Customer: All right, (3)

Answer: (1) What can I help you?
(2) I'll try it one
(3) I'll t.akc it ..

Bo Guest: Good no.crri.ng .•

Host: Good mor-m.ng , Please sit down 0

(1)

Guest:

Host:

Guest:

(2) os,------------~~~~----~~'I'hank YOUo Yes,
they are deliciouso

Do you always make cake?
Yes, it is better to have home-made cake than
to buy bread from the bakeryo The quality of
bread is very poor these dayso Besides,
you (3)
for hours to get themo
You are righto I am tired of that.

Answer: (1) Would you like to have
(2) I would
(3) will have to queue up

10 Customer:
Baker: Certainly. vfuite or brown.
Customer: White, pleaseo
Baker: There you area
Customer: Thank youo

20 Guest:
Host:
Guest;
Host:
Guest:

some bread, please?

Excuse 1'1e. Do you have a telephone?
Ues. It's there in the cornero
________ ~~se it, plGasG?
of course.
T hank you •.



3. Doctor:

Patient:
Doctor:

40 Mother:

Son:

Mother:

Son:
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Your health is deteriorating every day.
You ~___ ~s!J.okingonce
and for all.•
I find it dif=icult to stop smokin~.
Well, if you wer-e serious about it,
you wou.Ldn't find it difficult 0

How that rude--- --~ ..-------------~
remark to your father. You

ashamed of yourself.--...--- .- ... -----
I'm sorry. I was so nervous
I coulilll'tcontrol my emotions.
Well, I·urlderstand that young men are hot-blooded.
However, you should have behaved wellw
I will L.<. the future"

5. Tourist: Excuse 1.1eo

me which is thc way to Hilton Hotel?
Policeman:Yes, it's that way. You go up straight to the

Banko Then turn left.. It's on the corner
opposite the bank.

Tourist: 'I'hank you.

6. Asfaw:

Almaz:
Asfaw:
Almaz:

\<Jell,AlD:az, I'm glad you succeeded in persuading
me to vrat ch the f i Lm,
Yes, isn't
Certainly 0

If you had
we

it interesting?
But the seats are not comfortable.

not wasted so much time at home,

~-----------------------------comfortable seats.

7.. Mother: Saba, Hhere is the sugar? I can't find it.
Daughter: It is on the tableo

Mother: But, ;y-ou__ ~-.~----------~--~~------in the cupboard.
Daughter: I'm sorryo I was in a hurry.



8. Uncle:

Cousin:
Uncle:
Cousin:
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:&:cuse me.. Would you please tell me when
your sister leaves for Rome:
She leaves for Rome next weeke

back?------------------------------~And when
Probably in a month ..

9.. Patient: Excuse -me, I had an appointment vlith the
doctor, out I'm lateo

Nurse: This isn't good enough, you know.
Patient: I'm sorry, I missed the hus .•
Nurse: Well, this happen agaf,n ,

Patient: No, I will be on time ..

100 Friend one: I got an 'F' in PhilosophYa
Friend two: Oh, really, you ------------------------------

hard ..
Friend one: I thought the exam would not be that difficult"
Friend two: Oh, no" I think you will have to take a

supplemental Exam , Well, no \<1 you

Fri end one: I w.i lL, Thank you .•
._---"

11. Son:

Father:

Son:
Father:

Dad, I've finished my homework
with my friends~--.----.~------

a test tomorrowo

outside?
No, you have
You After the test;now .•--~---------------
- ..---~---------------~
_. . ~ if you Li.ko ,

But I can study in the afternoon.
Let us not waste time; you must listen to your
f'at.her-,

12. Student: Excuse me, that
green book on the shelf near the talbe, please?

Librarian: vJhat year are you?
Student: I am a first year stu.dent /I

Librarian: But we don't give service to first year students
her e, You to the Freshman
Library.



Student:
Librarian:
Student:

13.. Abebe:

I1esfin:

Abebe:

I1esfin:

Abebe:

I1esfin:
14.• Friend one:

Friend two:
Friend one:
Friend two:
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\fuero is it?
Dovmsto..irs in the basement
'I'hanl; you .•

Did you say you are going to take a vacation
next mont.h?
Yes, ny family and I are going to Axum for a
vrcek , VJe want to visit the churches and
obelisl::sthere .•
I envy you I1osfino

fo a long time. I
I haven't had a vacation

wish I could get away for a
while •.
You ~'Jill have a vacation sometime soon,

?~-~--
Oh, no; there is too much work to do •.Listen
I1esfin, if you are going to stay in ~~ for
a weck , you the tomb
of king Kaleb.. It's only a few minutes
d:;::ivefrom Axum .•
ThwiL you. We wi.Tl try to see it .•
SOEobody stole my dictionary from my room this
afternoono
\nw do you suspecto
I auapcc t Tesfaye
all, no , He
your dictionary. He was takon to hospital
yesterday and hasn't returned yet.

PART IV: WRITING DIALOGU:SS
DIRECTION: Write dialosuos using the modals given below .•

In each question it is possible to use modals other
than thosu indicated against each number. You may
also use ~egativ~, interrogative formso (20 marks)

1.. Will, would, CaD, could, used to
2,. can, could, may , ~,li~'ht
30 shall, should, -dare
40 must, ought to, need

(6 m.arks)
(6 marks)
(4 marks)
(4 marks)
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PART V: SUBJECTIVE Ql--:F~STImTS=-:.:~:......;:...:...~~~~~- ---- ~-~

DIRECTION: Study each of tho following questions carefully.
Then m:SlVCI: each one using modals. (10 marks)

1. Your friend, TcsfQye, is a smoker. You would like him
to stop smok i.ng , Gi'fe him some advice with regard to his
health, money, food, etc.

------------~--~-----------------------------~~~~------0-- __ ~ __~ ~ _

2, In your opinion, should a teacher punish his students?
-------~~-------------------

--~---~--------~-----
------~-~--.~---------~-~---

30 Suppose you wen tho llitional Lottery (birr 90,000), what
would you do with tho money?

-----~~-- .--------------~----
------------~--

-------- ~--~..------~-~~---

4 .• What can a student GQin from
Give examples ill-:L'clation

general knowledge, ctc.

a good knowledge of English?
to other subjects he studies ,

-------------.~~------------~----------
-----~- ~----.--------

~~~-~-----~----
--~.----------~

----~~--~.~-------~~----
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50 Howwould the f'arrnor-e of Ethiopia be taught new -rmetrhoda of
farming?

------~ ----.-------------~--------
~----~-~-----------~-------

-------~~-~~----------~---~-----
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